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Standards Revision Tells the Story of Trends
by ROBERT A. MAR:KELL
Supervisor, Cost Standards Department, Tung-Sol Electric Inc., Bloomrield, New Jersey

Product and process obsolescence through ,technological change characterizes the operations of the company, the experience of which is
reflected in the present article, making it necessary to keep standards
current if they are to be serviceable. To accomplish this most effectively, a virtual recasting is performed on individual revision dates for
each plant location, and the results are summarized in terms of annual cost to disclose the influences currently bearing on company cost
as a whole.

systems of control using the principles of
A exception, are periodicin operating
reviews of the base upon which the exceptions are
N IM P OR T AN T S T EP ,

noted. Apparent trends in performance can often result in serious misapprehensions unless there is full knowledge of the basic patterns underlying the
structure above which the trends are developed. This paper attempts to show
our method of setting standards and informing the members of staff and operating management of the base changes behind the standards used in the
control and reduction of manufacturing costs.
Products Picture a Fast - Changing One
At this point, a few words about our company may perhaps help establish
the environment under which the standard cost system functions. Tung -Sol
is a manufacturing and distributing company of automotive and electronic products, producing from more than a dozen individually managed manufacturing
divisions operating at seven plant locations. Its products are manufactured in
mass production quantities and consist mainly of electron tubes for radio, television, computers, and other instruments, sealed beam headlamps, miniature
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lamps, automotive directional signal flashers, and semi - conductor products (diodes and transistors).
To readers unfamiliar with the character of these products, let me indicate
that a strong foundation of engineering, research, and development talents support the product volume in the manufacturing divisions. The nature of the
business is such that, almost daily, changes are introduced into the production
operations. These changes originate in the development of new products, design changes which serve to expand or improve the uses of established product
lines, and processing changes which endeavor to capitalize on improved methods
of production or utilize more beneficially the product's material components.
The electronics industry today is one of rapid change and growth. A review
of product output in our plants gives a significant indication of the climate of
product consistency. More than half of these products were nonexistent just
a few years ago. Even at this moment characteristics of products currently in
the pre - manufacturing stage and on the drawing boards give reasonable assurance that their situation a few years hence will reflect the same or perhaps
accelerated rate of a new product development.
Thorough-Going Revision of Standards Annually
Our manufacturing cost standards are revised annually, primarily to keep
them timely and current. Standards for products under -going radical change are
revised at any time during the interim period in order to prevent major distortions of overall plant operation efficiency trends. Relative to the costs of
production, the annual revisions serve to indicate the influence of the following factors:
I. Price fluctuations
2. Wage changes
3. Method improvements

4. Design changes
5. Quality trends
6. Product yields

A brief review is also made of the characteristic influences underlying changes
in the standard overhead structure at each divisional operation. The primary
point of this is to determine whether standard overhead should provide for
more or less absorption per unit of output and what direction applied overhead rates have taken with respect to operational and nonoperational overhead
costs. (Standard overhead is based on a percentage application to standard labor
dollars.)
The initial step in the annual revision of standards is a general discussion of
standards with the staff and operating management at the plant location where
standards are to be revised. New desires and considerations for standards are
1132
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reviewed with all the members of management to determine those which will
be permitted to influence the revision. The object is to maintain the policy of
keeping standards which reflect current performance under fairly efficient attainable conditions.
The procedures regularly followed in the annual revision of standards follow a distinct and simple pattern. This pattern is designed to review the
nature of all individual influences affecting the product standard cost. It is
true this task covers a wide latitude of efforts. However, the value of this
thorough review is almost incomprehensible, it is so great. One point of special
interest to industrial accountants is that it places the accountant supervising the
operation in a position to bring all the elements of progress at other plant locations to the attention of both staff and operating management at the plant
where standards are being revised. Of course, most new developments in cost
reduction are brought to the attention of all company personnel concerned,
but it is usually only after this progress is digested into the cost standards that
a very thorough and down -to -earth appraisal can be derived. Also, during this
review, every process phase of manufacturing is perused in the light of new
developments and changing management concepts, with cost reduction much in
mind. Under this cooperative and constructive procedure, much is accomplished
in generating a close working alliance among accounting, engineering, and
production personnel in the search for improved operations.
Our standards are not all revised on the same date. Each location has a
specific annual period during which general standards are revised. This arrangement is designed to distribute the work load within the manufacturing cost
standards department responsible for the revision of these costs. Behind this
arrangement also lies the important management policy that standards emanate
from a central staff organization. This permits closer control over the governing philosophies upon which the standards are developed and it simplifies
the task of keeping the standards uniform among manufacturing divisions producing similar product lines.

Revision Essentially A Recosting Process
To prepare for the issuance of the standards, several sources are explored
to obtain current material prices, specifications, incentive and time -work production standards, and a review is made of product yields during the past
standard year. Sample studies are computed on the usage of materials, identifying the basic requirements of all processed parts along with the material usage
which does not appear in the finished product but is consumed in the processMAY, 1955
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ing. The controllable and noncontrollable elements of this processing usage
are evaluated and noted. This serves as important data in the measurement of
performance and also indicates the potentials of cost involved in the product
processes.
In setting the cost standards, whether original or revisions, many determinations are necessary, especially where several pieces of like equipment are used
in identical processes but which operate at varying rates of output. It is essential in these cases to prepare average rates and treat the group of equipment as
though it was a single production unit. These averages are necessary in order
to derive a middle ground in standard product cost. Sometimes, after an annual
revision, the operating average may change, causing variances which must be
measured in two stages; i.e., off - standard and production efficiency variances.
However, experience indicates that the averaging procedure is the most satisfactory as it permits a more realistic organization of by -type costs. Although
portions of the variances incurred are uncontrollable, the variance analysis still
emphasizes the basic cost and cost control elements which are involved.
After completing the determination phase for the standards revision, the
costing stage is ready to be entered. At this point, when all matters concerning operational data are resolved with plant management, a preliminary interpretation of trends must be made to the top manager of the manufacturing
function of the company. Since a definite evaluation is difficult without the
benefit of the completed costing of the new standard data, the review is primarily designed to spot sensitive areas in which possible deviations from management policy might exist. This review also serves to acquaint the manager
with the character of various changes incurred during the year which will
change the base of standards. Evaluations are projected as to the significance
of certain changes. However, it is rather clear that these projections are temporary, pending further analysis after standards are costed.
Analyzing Changes Disclosed by Standards Revision
When the costing process is completed for the individual product, an analysis
of the new and old cost standards is prepared. The bills of material are projected by product against the manufacturing forecast of the forthcoming period
at both the old and new standard material costs. This produces the total projected standard material costs of manufacturing for the new year and indicates what it would have been under the old standards. The difference reveals
the trend of costs to be encountered with the new standards. Since the change
consists, fundamentally, of many factors, a breakdown ensues. A determina1134
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tion is initially made on both a price and usage basis. Price changes are noted
by material classes and, when associated with the forecast, signify the relative
cost effects of material class price changes. Usage changes are assembled on the
basis of the increased or decreased requirements as incorporated in the new
standards and evaluated at the new price levels. Bill of material changes, usually
the result of efforts to improve quality, yields, and /or reduce the base costs, are
also summarized and evaluated.
In special areas in which material standards have been influenced by equipment
changes, design of the processed part to displace outside supplier processing
(or vice versa), or new product constructions using revised specifications, etc.,
the elements are drawn together independently. In many respects, the frequent occurrence of these factors contributes importantly to much of the character of our fundamental standard policies. The close study of these special
items usually forms an important expression of the progress attained by the
manufacturing divisions in meeting the challenges to successful operations.
It is also important during the comparison of old and new standards to
identify changes caused primarily by decisions which were directly associated
with product yield changes. Since yield variations are often a dynamic factor
in the trend of costs, a careful review of these effects is made. Changes in
processing which were designed to improve yields are assembled by product
and evaluated as to whether the composite of processing and yield changes
netted a favorable movement of costs, and in what magnitudes. The old and
new standard labor costs also are projected on the manufacturing forecast. The
change in the standard labor cost of manufacturing is then identified relative
to method, wage, usage, and other changes. Since, in the course of setting up
the new standards, the operational changes are established through contact with
the manufacturing personnel, a summary of these changes can be quickly assembled along with the factors underlying their causes. This permits an
evaluation of the pattern and size of the various trends shaping the new standard
cost structure.
Exhibit 1 is an example of how the data portraying effects of standards
changes on manufacturing costs is presented. Accompanying this summary is an
explanation of the major elements causing the changes. The highlights of all
the components of the trends are identified with respect to their significance.
Analysis is also furnished by specific products or groups of products which
help to interpret the effect upon the overall costs of manufacturing.
Normally, many special factors introduce themselves before a final appraisal
of trends can be completed. Often a part previously purchased may now be
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EXHIBIT 1

included in the product processing resulting in a higher standard manufacturing
labor cost which, when associated with changes in material cost, proves to be
part of a substantial cost improvement. Sometimes a mechanization program
effects substantial reductions in direct man -hour requirements, but the real improvement cannot be identified solely by the evaluation of the labor cost - saving.
All of these special factors must be considered separately before an overall report of change can be submitted.
Overhead Review
With respect to standard overhead, it perhaps must be understood that an
analysis of operating performance is not the function of the manufacturing cost
standards department. Also, this department does not participate in the development of the standard overhead rate structure for any of the manufacturing
divisions. This work is performed by the plant accounting organization and
must be approved by the controller of the company before being established
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in the manufacturing standard costs. However, a rapid determination of changing patterns can be identified in the extension of standard overhead costs against
a manufacturing forecast, with relatively little effort. Therefore, an overhead
review is usually included in the analysis of change in new standards. Since
it is necessary to formulate these overhead rates before the new labor standards
are costed or even developed, the rates must be derived with a certain amount
of "guesstimating" with respect to standard labor cost changes. The analysis
of changes in the overhead rate structure, therefore, while primarily indicating
the trend of overhead costs, also serves to ascertain whether the provisions
originally intended were properly included.
Generating Light —Not Heat
After developing the trends against the projections of standard manufacturing cost, the pertinent factors are summarized, high - lighting the significant
changes. The idea behind this report is, basically, to recount the overall movement of cost trends. Since, as stated at the start, progress is a must in our line,
the annual summary of standard attainments for a plant operation contributes
to a clear conception of achievements. The annual battle between the pressures of rising prices and wages and the progressive improvement of operating
methods is drawn clearly in the summary of standard changes annually.
The character of this report is such that provocative issues must be avoided.
Extreme caution is required. Trends must be portrayed, in a sense, abstractly.
Further exploration should await specific requests by those principally concerned. The accountant must then display ingenuity and resourcefulness in finding or promoting satisfactory solutions of particular problems before an exercise
of authority is required. Successful control of these matters is a must, for grave
resistance to standards can develop, tending to degenerate the effectiveness of
management control.
The annual standards review, itself, provides a dynamic incentive to plant
management to keep the wheels of progressive improvement rolling. This is
a result of the absoluteness of the report of standards change and the specific
time interval it covers. Historically, these reports also provide an excellent description of trends experienced over the years, with explanations of the dominant
influences causing these trends.
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Financial Bases for Research Budget Planning
by J. W. GLADSON
Assistant Controller, Esso Standard Oil Company, New York, New York

It stands as a fact that research costs are incurred out of present funds
and also that they will be realized upon to an unknown degree at unknown intervals over a period which can only be approximated. It
likewise stands as a fact that effective product research underlies
future profits in an increasing number of industries. This article views,
with an appraising eye, some possible bases for deciding on amounts
to be put into research outlay.

the last decade are any criterion, we are probIably in the midst of a forwardOfmovement
in human progress which signifies
F THE SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES

tremendous importance to the allocation of funds for research in companies
greatly affected by scientific progress. Let us narrow the subject down in the
interests of keeping discussion reasonably brief. First, I would like to omit engineering and process and product control as being part of the productive process.
Without being technical in identifying classification, this leaves us with two
general categories: product improvement for the purpose of meeting competition
and increasing sales and basic research and new products or new uses. Basic
research would include true basic research and applied research. New products
research would include product research, use research and market development.
Solution of Problem Calls for Product Line Studies

Research is not a thing in itself. It is simply a link in the chain leading to the
future profitable sale of products. As a tool of competition and financial progress,
today's conditions make the research budgeting problem the number one decision for companies with product lines which are likely to be affected by an accelerated rate of scientific progress. Of course, the other activities, such as advertising, sales promotion, etc., pose major policy questions largely determining
the company's future. Nevertheless, research for many companies has to provide
products five, ten or fifteen years from now, so that advertising and promotion
will have something to sell in the market.
We are in the stage at which, to a great extent, the strongest type of long range competitive action will consist of the amount of funds allocated to research. Scientific development for economic purposes requires long -range planning and long -term budgets. The advances in the atomic field show that many
1138
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things are possible when sufficient amounts of money are made available. Companies with products susceptible to this kind of development will be well advised to prepare for major research costs, especially if the companies are in
vigorous competitive situations.
To this point, we have discussed the critical nature of research endeavors,
which conditions the budgetary problem regarding research funds. It is also
necessary, if proper decisions respecting funds for basic and product research
are to be reached, to know a company's long -range objectives with respect to
the kind of product and service with which it intends to stay in the market. Too
many firms are committed to research without an adequate definition of product
choices and product potentialities for the distant future. Some companies gauge
their research expenditures by what competitors do, which may be satisfactory in
some situations. This might be conceived of as short -range policy under which
a company intends to see that its product is improved with enough gadgets to enable it to maintain a certain profit margin and price structure. This view often
does not look to the possibility of substitutes from other industries and is content with keeping ahead of competitors. Although this type of research is necessary as a part of product improvement, companies with technologically sensitive
product lines have to also provide for long -range research into new materials,
new uses and new products.
In product line analysis for research purposes, several steps have to be taken:
I. Decisions must be made on competifive position, market share and longrange pricing plans. This is particularly necessary with companies not
having diversified product lines and

who depend upon a relatively few
items.
y. Product line analyses have to be correlated with the company's objectives
concerning size of plant and company.

Research a Critical Long -Term Need for Vulnerable Products
Nearly all products seem to move along a growth and maturity curve. Companies with most of their products in the stages of economic maturity are different from those whose products are in the development stages or from the companies fortunate enough to have diversified lines, some of which are in the developmental stage and some reaching economic maturity. A company has to decide with respect to each major product line where the emphasis should be
placed. This question must be asked for each product line: "Where do we stand
regarding the future demand for the product through emphasis on tools of competition other than research ?" Then, "How much shall we budget for research."
You do not do research on products simply because they can be improved.
Several outstanding examples could be given of companies which have placed
MAY, 1955
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financial emphasis on pricing and promotion rather than research, as their products began to reach maturity. It is with companies having products in the development stage or where substitutes are beginning to be economically feasible that
the problems of budgeting research are most critical. These problems depend
upon the nature of the product, its customers, distributor channels, and its competitor's actions and status. A company with technological products in developmental stages or for which feasible substitutes are available might well be prepared to commit considerable sums to research. Otherwise someone else will.
The importance of these obvious but fundamental devisions cannot be overstressed for their relevance to the research budgeting question. The viewpoint
and action taken have to be in terms of the ten, fifteen and twenty year picture.
Not only are these decisions important to the question of financing but also they
are of the greatest significance to the research organization. Industrial research
groups have to be able to work under clearly- defined product and use objectives.
Inasmuch as research is only one of the factors of production and sales, the decision to undertake a long -range commitment to it through budget emphasis can
only be made in terms of company objectives and product lines.
In this field of decision - making, it is not a determining factor that the future
cannot always be seen clearly. Knowledge or lack of knowledge is a relative question. Presumably, any one company can know as much about the future possibilities as any other company or as can be discovered at any one time. This is sufficient for policy making purposes.
Guides for Spending: Competitive Parity; Per Cent of Sales
There are many approaches toward setting guides for the research budget.
Pour are most commonly used. They are competitive parity, per cent of sales, all
you can afford, and rate of return. Competitive parity is one approach to research, as is advertising and sales promotion. For some companies, this may provide a good gauge as long as the products are marketed over the same area as
those of competitors and as long as the possibility of feasible substitutes does not
threaten. However, this is a defensive method and does not tell how much more
profits might have been available had more been spent for research than was
spent by the competition. The amounts of money spent by other companies and
other industries is not important to a particular company if its own company
and product objectives have been well analyzed. We are all familiar with the
noncomparability of research expenditures among companies. Even within one
company, there is a considerable variation in research expenditures over a span
of years because of the change in the character of research which will have taken
1140
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place if its product lines are dynamic and subject to technological change. The
amounts spent by competing companies should, of course, be a known factor and
used as a flag at certain times but, generally, the amount of research money to be
budgeted should depend upon what the research is supposed to do.
Another method for setting the research budget is the use of the per- cent -ofsales guide. Adhering for this purpose to even a flexible per cent to sales seems
somewhat illusory, under the circumstances, but some companies may have to
use it in the absence of knowledge as to the future course of their products. Also,
the percentage -of -sales approach seems to be reasoning in a circle because the
research of today is developing the sales of many years hence. Research is a producer of sales not a result. However, it is true that sales income of today does
have to pay the bill for research for tomorrow, but this is not a convincing argument for sales as a basis for research outlay, since sales income has to foot the
bill for all other factors of business and these are not constant ratios of sales.
With a dynamic product line and in periods of great change, it has to be
understood that sales percentages, if used for research outlay measurement,
should properly vary widely from year to year. This is the result of the time
lag involved in research work. In larger companies, the percentage -to -sales approach may be a check point but only this, mainly because the numbers involved
are so large that it would take a considerable swing in either sales dollars or research budget amounts to make an appreciable difference in the percentage.
Guides for Spending: "All You Can Afford;" Rate of Return
Another approach to the amount to be spent for research is the all- you -canafford approach. This unfortunate title seems to imply a "blunderbuss" method
and unnecessarily belittles the method, which is a good one if used under the
right conditions. This approach is used in companies whose product lines are
extremely susceptible to technological change. It is a good method if company
objectives and product line and substitute potentialities can be foreseen to a sufficient extent. Its upper limits are placed at the company's internal resources and
the amounts it is logically willing to borrow. The all -you- can -afford approach has
some merit. It is not regarded in some quarters as the ultimate in intelligent
planning, because it rests somewhat on faith. However, in certain industries and
with respect to certain companies in those industries, there is a lot to recommend it, at least for middle range periods of time.
This method calls for establishing a sort of minimum or floor of expenditures,
so that the research organization can proceed with its manpower allocations on a
sensible basis and then calls for committing for various fields and projects all
M A Y , 1955
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of the money the company can afford, based on the belief supported by past history that, in the particular business, research will pay off. This has the advantage of putting amounts of money over the minimum allocation in the light
of marginal allocations, subject to review from time to time, to determine that
results are being produced. It has the disadvantage that it is difficult for a research organization to accommodate wide fluctuations in manpower. Moreover,
it is sometimes pretty difficult to do research unless the research director has a
long -range commitment of total money with which to work.
The fourth method used is the rate -of- return approach. This guide is sometimes also used for advertising and marketing expansion and for capital budgeting. Under this concept, a "cut -off" rate of return is set and the funds committed
to research are expected to return on the long -term basis a rate of profit equal
to or greater than the cut -off rate. The difficulty here is twofold: evaluating the
probable return on research and guessing at the rate of return to be used. Past
history can be used in some cases. Still, this is a dubious procedure. The problem with historical data to establish profitability is that we do not know what results would have been if we had not done the research. Each company has an
individual money demand curve for its alternative investments. Many companies
develop this and use the cost of capital as the point on this curve below which
alternatives are ruled out. The cost of capital can mean various things. It can
mean the cost of procuring additional funds in the market, the dividend return
on invested capital, or the opportunity rate at which capital could be employed
in other uses.
In addition to the difficulty of reckoning the return on research funds expended, other problems of meeting company objectives and adhering to product
line policies begin to complicate use of this method. Research is only one of the
factors of business and, in a balanced set of activities within a company, research
may have one rate of return, advertising another, capital budgets a third, etc.
So, even if the results of research could be adequately measured, there would
still exist the problem of establishing the proper rate of return for research
projects, as distinguished from advertising funds and all of the other demands
which the various activities of the enterprise have upon capital.
If a company uses the cost of outside capital as a required rate of return for
research, serious lack of progress in the development of new products and new
uses may result, especially if the company's product line is subject to change.
Also, in some companies and products affected by scientific progress, the rate
of return during the first six or eight years of a twenty -year cycle might be very
low but the average over the period might satisfy the required rate of return.
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This would make it extremely difficult to judge the timing of expenditures at low
rates of return, particularly if the product line is greatly diversified and different
products are in developmental stages continuously.
Select Your Own Method —or Methods

a

Which of the methods described —or other methods —is best suited for a company cannot be readily determined without the :kinds of analysis discussed. First,
the company has to settle on its long -term objectives. Then, product line analysis and conjecture as to the future product developments have to be made.
This ought to be carried out carefully, with projections of what can happen
under several alternative situations. It should be a continuous study, giving
range of probabilities which, kept up -to -date, will afford flexibility in decision making.
If a company is in a rapidly expanding technological field, it must put research first among the demands on its money. It should spend all it can spare
on research. If it is successful, plenty of money will be available for the factors which follow in the time cycle — capital budgets, advertising, sales promotion
and selling expense. In this connection, for product lines highly susceptible to
scientific change and to substitutes, I would be cautious of the rate of return
approach as being too limiting and because of the measurement problems involved. Also, the per cent of sales method may not be applicable to the years
ahead unless the percentages are changed sharply from time to time. The need
to make these changes would seem to vitiate the method.
Any one method for determining how much to spend for basic and product
research or a combination of methods, is good when it is fitted into the major
product line analysis and company objective picture. Companies with greatly
diversified product lines might use one method with one line and a different
method with another line. The position of products on the growth maturity
curve might well determine which to use. Whatever the choice of method, research, like the other factors affecting the success of the business, is supposed to
bring the company out where it wants to be "x" years from now. If future
company objectives are clearly defined and future alternatives set forth for each
product line, a company can at least have some basis on which to select an appropriate research budgeting method for each product line and segment of its
business.
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Costs for the Salesman and Purchasing Agent
by HENRY A. ADAMS
Assistant Treasurer, Precision Castings Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan

It is a point of departure of this article that, in many markets in
which a company and its typical customer are each industrial companies —and this situation characterizes both the purchasing and sales
activities of many companies —the prices which competition sets follow costs. In other words, it is cost, rather than quantity or brand
or design competition. This sets up a condition in which the accountant is close consultant to salesman and buyer alike. A form to facilitate this relationship is presented and described.

not marketed as an end consumer product
I— unlike industries which supplyishousehold
appliances or lawnmowers and
NDUSTRIES IN WH ICH PRODUCTION

similar tools —are faced with a customer who buys not because of good sales
promotion but because the price is right. The industrial purchaser is extremely
cost conscious. This customer is versed in the techniques of production and
comparative costs. The odds are good that he has investigated the possibility of
making what he needs. The decision to buy is backed up by sound analysis.
Many salesmen who are not prepared to realize this are at a disadvantage. Their
interviews are brief and concluded with the usual, "Don't call us, we'll call
you." A salesman who is able to discuss the cost components of his product has
an advantage but he still has a problem. He must be able to help his prospect
talk costs. The same problem appears in a company's purchasing staff. They
must be able to talk costs with industrial salesmen who come to them. The cost
accountant must work with the buyers to translate their purchases into cost and
with the salesmen to translate cost components into selling price.
The apparent linguistic barrier between cost accountant and salesman or purchasing agent can be overcome with great ease and those who realize its existence will benefit from a change to a common language. This paper discusses
costs underlying selling prices of manufacturers of sub - assemblies and purchasing
prices of the sub - assembler or final assembler of a consumer product. Both functions are amenable to a standard of performance which can be readily analyzed
and used by all phases of management as a common denominator to attain preset objectives. Nevertheless, to do so requires a new viewpoint from all concerned.
Aid to the Purchasing Activity
Let us consider the purchasing aspect first. No one will disagree that factory
cost is material plus direct labor plus burden. However, the area of greatest
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concentration of industrial cost accountants has been on the plant operation.
Costs and variances are analyzed to determine what has happened for each cost
center. Management scrutinizes the variances in labor, burden and material, and
goes about bringing back into position any undue deviations. There is an appearance of thoroughness.
In this process, industrial cost accountants have done much to systematize the
control of labor, both direct and indirect. Such complete understanding of labor
arises from the fact that it can be seen as a human element. Material costs are
also fairly well understood. This again is due to the visibility of material in the
finished product. Yet purchase price gets minor attention. Burden, although
controlled, does not enjoy the same understanding in its entirety, particularly
that portion of burden which is incurred in the using of purchased tools and
supplies. Perhaps anything to do with purchasing is regarded as elusive. That
is a misapprehension.
Under this illusion, material variance due to price receives just a passing mention. Burden variances due to price of supplies goes begging for attention. Who
then, is responsible for price variance? The purchasing agent is, everyone will
agree, but very few bother to check to what extent and in what manner he is
subjected to control. If you make a hasty calculation to determine what part of
your cost is directly attributable to purchases of material and supplies, you would
be convinced that you have been missing the obvious. The purchasing agent's
activity, like those of plant executives, may and should be evaluated. In short,
not many cost accountants accept the purchasing agent's activity as a cost center.
Many who do have not instituted sufficient control to believe the costs to be
reliable. The general indifference to this activity may have its basis in some
assumed ethics of the buyer and seller. Lip service is given to competitive quotations, etc. How far can you analyze a competitive quotation? Can you break
it down to make an intelligent analysis of it? Materials and other purchased
tools and supplies are such an integral part of cost that more thought must be
given by management and the cost accountant to this vital cost center. As any
cost center, this one must be staffed and equipped to do the required job, if the
job is to be more than transcribing purchase requisitions into formal purchase
orders.
In a small organization where the purchasing agent is his own buyer, he
must be an expert in evaluating everything which he buys. In larger organizations
buyers are assigned groups of products on which they must render expert judgment. The process of eliminating an inferior product is readily accomplished
by an expert, but what happens when the choice is narrowed to (say) three
products of comparable quality? At this point, the cost accountant is ordinarily
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EXHIBIT 1

is

at the mercy of the buyer for the cost to be included in the product. He cannot
challenge the decision of the choice but must limit his action to throwing into a
variance account many items which arise out of the buyer's decision.
However, there would not be any reason for challenge if the buyer had a
prepared work sheet on which he could compare Products A, B and C in terms
of components of cost. It is believed that even one or two components would
permit factoring and estimating the others. It
probable, also, that the companies, knowing that their products are comparable, will readily submit some of
the information, because they are faced with having to sell cost and not their
product alone. A suggested work sheet for developing the necessary information
is shown as Exhibit 1.
Work Sheet to Formulate Comparison of Vendors' Costs
The form should be flexible enough to meet individual requirements. It can
be readily conceded that one would need more detail for analysis of purchase
of a $5o,000 die than for purchase of inserts at $5 a thousand. The heading of
the work sheet is self - explanatory and provides for the information ordinarily
furnished in response to requests for quotation. It is however, a comparison.
Columns A, B and C are for information known about the vendor or submitted
by him. Columns 2, 3 and 4 are a suggested analysis of available information,
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where practical. Column 1 can be considered as a questionnaire. The information called for would be desirable for the following reasons:
Location of plant —To compute freight rates. Nearness to
plant if that were a problem.
Labor rates of area. Labor
situation. Prestige in the community, etc.
Purchase discounts and terms
Line 2 -3
— Everything being equal,
availability of discount would
be a favorable consideration.
Freight and allowance — Is
Line 5 -7
the freight buried in the unit
price or do you have to add
if to unit cost?
Line 10 -16 Material, labor, burden - otber
—If one were buying inserts,
Line I

it could be theorized whether
m at e r i al is bought ready
formed or if vendor processed
bar stock. To some degree, the
quantity of his scrap can be determined. (Assumed that buyer
knows price of steel.) Labor
on inserts would indicate type
of equipment and its dependability, etc. (Assumed that
buyer would be familiar with
industry practices.)
Burden and other costs, if not
furnished by customer, can be
estimated.

Information from Line 1 through 7 and including Line 19 is available on each
vendor. If that much were analyzed it would be a start to eventually getting
full information, with the vendor volunteering his cost. It is believed that a
vendor's salesman should be shown what analysis is made of his quotation. This
would be essential in order that he may start selling his cost and using his product
only as a medium to recover his employer's investment.
Costs and the Salesmen
To continue our discussion, let us visit the sales department with similar
thoughts in mind as to the place of costs. Everything being equal, the sales manager is charged with the responsibility of converting product costs into sales
dollars. This task is somewhat eased by his knowing that the cost of his product
reflects high efficiency of plant operation. However, when buying resistance
begins to show, he does not feel as confident as he did when the price list was
given to him. The salesmen turn in some ugly comments about the company's
buyers, production people, and office staff. Before long, the cost accountant is
called in to explain the cost of the product the men are trying to sell. This is
his opportunity and the next several paragraphs suggest how he might discharge
it.
He should surely indicate that, if a salesman cannot talk about the details of
his cost longer than he can expound on the virtures of his product, he really
cannot lay any claim to being competitive. Great pains must be taken by them
to analyze a quotation in detail. For all practical purposes competition is in the
cost to the buyer. Sales price to industrial buyers is based on costs. If costs are
too high, the sales force may often bring back from the field information to pave
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the way towards their reduction. Salesmen's reports must reflect the reaction of
each buyer. The orders received must be appraised from an impersonal viewpoint.
To report no sales due to high price is as good as no report at all. How can
the people in the plant go about reducing cost if salesmen do not let them know
in what area this reduction is to be, competitively speaking. The only way to
help with this is to break the cost into components so that the salesman and the
purchasing agent can analyze and compare. After a session of this kind, the
sales report will indicate the area which must receive more concentration. Trends
can be plotted. Remedial action can be applied almost instantly. Breaking costs
into components will also increase the buyers' confidence in the salesman, the
product, and the company.
The salesman armed with the composition of his selling price is in much better position to do a good job of selling in this competitive economy. Likewise,
a purchasing agent will be in a much better position to select from the multitude
of sources offered to him. Competition is getting keen. We, as industrial
cost accountants, can help our associates on the management team survive by
aiding them in the understanding and employing of cost techniques in buying or
selling.
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Records Management for Your Company
J. R. POUNDERS
Manager, Systems and Procedures,

by
&

C. H. DUGGINS
Supervisor, Records Management,

Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

One of the growing pains experienced by the company providing background for the present paper —a discomfort which, at a certain point
in growth, could not be tolerated if efficiency were not to suffer —was
an undigested accumulation of inadequately housed records. This
article, which suggests that the problem is common to industry (and
can remain with particular companies if not tackled forthrightly) outlines a thorough -going and explicit program of records evaluation and
management.

the aluminum business has characteristics which make it
Idifferent from the majority
of other business. However, with regard to recN MANY RESPECTS

ords, the aluminum business is just like others i.e., it uses many different types
of forms, it generates millions of records on these forms each year, it frequently
has many copies of the same record, and it files a large portion of these records
in cabinets.

A Familiar Picture
In order that the similarities of our previous position with that of many other
companies may be appreciated, a brief word picture of the status of our records
as of the time our present program was inaugurated some two years ago will be
helpful at this point. Notwithstanding the fact that this company is young in
terms of years (having started business in 1928), it has grown rapidly from
inconsequential size to the world's second largest producer of aluminum. Including its subsidiaries, it operates some 30 plants in the United States plus
conducting related operations of mining, steamship transportation, oil and gas
wells, etc., in this country, Mexico, Jamaica, Cuba, Haiti, British Guiana and the
Philippines. In addition, it has sales offices located in seventy cities serving the
trade with products ranging from chemicals to aluminum sheet, extrusions, rod,
bar and foil of many sizes and shapes, including such well known products as
Reynolds Wrap, Do -It- Yourself Aluminum, etc.
The fast - growing business activities have also created a fast- growing lot of
records. Time was when the shortage of manpower and the need for focusing
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all attention on production, prevented the diversion of thought to the growing
mountain of records. The result was that in the Richmond area, where our
main office is located, and in the Louisville area, where our general sales headquarters and a group of manufacturing establishments are located, it was not
startling to find that the records had grown to occupy two large warehouses, not
counting the records which were still stored in plants as well as in offices of
plants and in sales offices. In most instances, records stored in warehouses and
manufacturing plants had been moved on one or more occasions, resulting in
damage and disorderly storage arrangements. Some were stored in areas with
old machinery, some in metal and wood cabinets, transfer cases, cardboard boxes,
wrapping paper, etc. Through the years, physical movement and random reference by various individuals, along with aging, had caused a breakdown of containers, removal or switching of labels, etc. In addition, containers were often
left open, exposing the records to smoke, dirt and soot commonly present in the
areas earmarked for records storage.
Let it be made clear that no apologies are in order from any source as to the
handling of these records in the past. On the contrary, it is commendable that
management put first things first, i.e., priority was given to expansion of facilities, production for defense, etc., and old records properly took their place far
down the line in importance. Nevertheless, under the circumstances outlined
above, management was faced with a dismal picture with which to start a program of records retention or destruction. A few photographs of the records
stored in the condition and under the circumstances outlined above, were enough
to convince all levels of management that the time had come for immediate attention to be given to the development of an adequate records program.
A quick count of the records stored in the various locations indicated we had
some 4 0 , 0 0 0 (file drawers, cases, binders, etc.) in storage to be dealt with. In
terms of pieces of paper, this amounted to about 1 4 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 or equivalent to a
stack 2 5 miles high. Stated differently, they were enough to reach around the
world if placed end to end.
A Statement of Objectives
As a starting point, we envisioned the following objectives which we felt
must eventually be accomplished if we were to feel that a satisfactory method
of dealing with records had been adopted:
I. An inventory of all records.
2. Authorization for retention or destruction of each record.
3. Physical handling of the records in accordance with the authorizations.
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4. Development of policy and procedure
to maintain the program on a current
basis in the future.
5. Creation of an organization to administer the program.
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It was agreed also that the program should first be applied to the largest location and one which was most convenient to the headquarters, in order to permit
observation and development of the policy to be followed by other locations
later, while, at the same time, making real progress in actually accomplishing the
clean -up needed. This, obviously, caused the Richmond warehouse to be the
choice. It was likewise concluded that, concurrently, a thorough study would be
made of available records retention and destruction programs of other companies in order that their success, along with their acknowledged mistakes, could
be taken into consideration, thus saving considerable time and expense with our
own program.
Records Inventory and Evaluation —and Action Which Resulted
Having decided upon the course of action, the work was begun by having
clerks record on 3" x 5" cards the contents (date, name of record, sequence,
originating location, etc.) of every unit (drawer, case, box, etc.) in the warehouse. Cards were selected because of the flexibility they provided for later
sorting by type, date, etc., even though the records may actually have been widely
scattered in the warehouse when inventoried. This greatly facilitated the next
step of preparing a catalogue summarizing the inventory. Upon completing the
inventory and cataloguing, it was easy to see which type of records accounted
for the largest volume. It was quite obvious that, in order to make rapid
progress, the records which had caused -the largest accumulation in the past (and
which were likely to cause the largest accumulation in the future) should be
dealt with first. We were then faced with the big age -old question "Where do
we go from here ?" In this case, the specific questions were: Which records
should be destroyed immediately? Which ones should be kept permanently and,
if so, in what form, i.e. original form, microfilmed, etc.? And what about those
executive files which consist of correspondence commingled with reports charts,
etc.? Some of the answers to these questions were further obscured by the lack
of facts concerning a most important point, i.e., whether other copies of these
records were made and, if so, what had happened or what would happen to them.
It was, therefore, realized that a decision with respect to the records being considered for retention or destruction at any time could not be clearly made unless
all copies of the same record were considered simultaneously. As a result, the
Records Disposition Authorization (Exhibit 1) was created. Please observe
from the filled -in specimen that this form provides all the essential data as to
the initial distribution and use of each copy made, the retention policy for each,
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EXHIBIT 1

on

the place of retention of any microfilmed copies, and method of destruction.
Provision is also made for the appropriate signature of affected department heads
and, always, the legal and controller's departments.
As the records disposition authorizations were approved,' action was taken immediately to physically handle the records as authorized. For example, if the
records disposition authorization indicated a record was to be retained for two
years in original form and then destroyed, steps would be taken to remove from
whatever containers they might be housed in at that time all those items of this
particular record which our catalogue showed were over two years old, and destroy them. (At locations where the volume and facilities justified, the practice
was followed of selling the paper to a paper manufacturer who guaranteed
physical destruction by pulverizing immediately beyond recognition. At certain
locations, this was found to be more desirable than attempting to shred, burn,
etc., because, in addition to saving the additional labor cost, a small return was
realized for the paper sold). In instances in which a record was authorized to be
retained for an extended period of time, but short of permanent, the records
were properly boxed and placed
shelving with adequate identification, etc. In
instances in which a record was authorized to be kept permanently, the records
disposition authorization would also indicate whether the retention was to be in
original form or in microfilm form, thereby permitting the proper action to be
taken. This physical handling was continued, record after record, until the entire warehouse had been handled on this basis.
A program similar to the one followed in the Richmond warehouse was then
started in the Louisville warehouse. As records disposition authorizations were
obtained and the work progressed in accordance with the procedure which has
just been outlined it became apparent that other locations in the company should
be kept informed, in order that they might also proceed with each phase of the
work as it has been tried and proven at the Richmond and Louisville warehouses.
Therefore, a working memorandum dealing with the subject was released to all
locations and supplements to this working memorandum released from time to
time as additional records disposition authorizations were approved, with the result that, within a relatively short period of time, the program was operating in
a satisfactory manner in both warehouses as well as in all plants and offices.
Good coordination and control was actually maintained through use of the Records Disposition Authorization which could be executed only at Richmond. By
the time the work had been completed in the Richmond warehouse, the other
locations had also substantially brought their records programs up to date. Ultimately, by following the above plan and observing the causes of some of the
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EXHIBIT 2

existing conditions, it was possible to give the program standing as company
policy.
Status and Staffing of the Records Management Unit
Obviously, from a practical standpoint, the matter of an organization to administer a records program should be among the first things to be agreed upon
when embarking upon a program of this kind. However, our comments on this
subject were deliberately postponed until this point in order that better explanation might be given of what is thought to be one excellent approach to
the matter of creating an organization to handle this work. When this program was first started, it was done so within the framework of the established
systems and procedures department. An individual with considerable general
knowledge of the company's operations was first chosen to take the inventory
referred to above, with porters, clerks and microfilm operators being added
to assist him as needed to expedite the various phases. Eventually the records
management department was established as a separate unit.
The point made here is that in this type of work, as in most other operations,
the organization needed to administer a program of this type should be tailor made to fit the particular situation, as the need arises and as the volume of work
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justifies. If there is a large volume of work to be done, but there is no particular
hurry about getting it done, then the organization should be kept very small.
On the other hand, if there is a large volume, and it needs to be done within a
relatively short period of time, then a much larger organization would be required. In any event, the organization should be started with a bare minimum
number of people, with additions and deductions made as the occasion warrants.
In our case, a maximum of five people were in the Richmond warehouse at any
one time and a minimum of one person. In most of the plant location areas
the work can be handled by an individual on a part -time basis.
In the long run, the number of permanent personnel required will depend
largely upon the amount of reference service given, the number of records
which are housed in storage areas, etc., but, in every instance, it is felt that the
program should be periodically evaluated on the basis of its contribution to the
company as a whole. In a number of aspects, this can be measured in terms of
dollars and cents. However, at some point, it may be that the cost of operations
will exceed the visible savings, in which event consideration must be given to
whether the cost of maintaining such a program to safeguard records, give reference service, assume maximum use of space, etc., justifies cost over and above
the visible savings.
Coordination of Records Management and Forms Control
To make sure that all records will eventually be considered in the program
we follow the practice of inserting opposite each form in our forms catalogue
the number of the records disposition authorization covering that particular
form. It is interesting to us to note also that this method of showing the records
disposition authorization number opposite the form number in the forms catalogue lead us to the point at which it will be standard practice at the time new
forms are created to determine the retention periods for each copy to be made.
The Place of Microfilming in the Program
Much has been said by many individuals on the subject of microfilming. Some
would follow the plan of microfilming practically every record which has to be
kept beyond the current period, while others would refrain from microfilming
any record. The road which we have chosen to follow is one in between these
two extremes. With very minor exceptions, unless a record has been authorized
for long -time or permanent retention, we do not microfilm. Even under these
circumstances, we satisfy ourselves that either the savings we will realize in
future years in space, equipment or handling costs will substantially outweigh
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the cost of microfilming or that the microfilming is necessary for security purposes because there may be only one copy of the record available. Perhaps some
clarification should be made as to the latter point. We have found that, in a
great number of cases, the records which we want to retain for long periods have
been made in at least duplicate copies and we can select the copies for retention
which would give us security protection by having one in one location and another copy at another location. But, where it seems feasible to destroy all but
one copy or where only one copy is made or where one copy is not filed in the
particular order, we follow the practice of microfilming (in duplicate, if necessary) and storing one copy for convenient reference and the other copy in a
security vault for reference in the event of catastrophe.
Impressive Results Achieved
A paper of this kind would not be complete unless some information were
included as to what such a program had done for its creator to date and what is
to be expected of it in the future. There is shown in Exhibit 2 the disposition
which has been made of the approximate 4 0 , 0 0 0 record units which were mentioned earlier. In handling the records as thus indicated, the following was
accomplished:
I. Space amounting to 23,040 square
feet has been vacated.
2. Waste paper totaling 307 tons has
been thrown out or sold.
3. Numerous filing cabinets have been
returned to use, thereby saving purchases of additional equipment. More
important, however, is the fact that
by having such a program as we now
have installed, requests for additional
equipment in the years to come should
be held to a bare minimum necessary
for extended operations, replacement
of completely worn out cabinets, etc.
and it should no longer make necessary the purchase of equipment for
offices where records have continued
to pile up without an extension of operations. Already many requests for
equipment have been referred back to

initiating units with the request that
present filing drawers be carefully inspected to determine whether they
contained records which would have
been transferred or destroyed in accordance with the program. This has
been very effective in that it has
caused a re- appraisal of the local records handling and also careful evaluafion of requests for additional equip menf.
4. The procedures which have been developed and the retention schedules
which have been set forth will permit
immediate handling of our records in
accordance with an approved plan,
regardless of location, thereby saving
thousands of additional dollars per
year in storage space alone.

In addition to these advantages, it has been our experience that as the pro grain has gained momentum, more and more confidence has been created in it,
with the result that more and more records have been directed to low -cost storage areas with the assurance that they can be obtained when needed and that they
will not be carelessly disposed of or left to the elements as was done in some
instances in the past.
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The office manager in the care central to this article felt he knew how
the time of his staff of thirteen was distributed among ten categories
of activity after he had —over a period of time and with the application of rules of randomness —made 304 observations. He found he
knew still better when, in this case, the observations had risen to
2 2 4 0 , an d he a lso fo un d h e ha d a simp le too l with which to second

guess himself scientifically in work -load problems.

of providing the proper cost informaI tion for effective management of the enterprise
as a whole, the cost accountN AD D I T I ON T O HIS PRI M ARY FU N CT I ON

ant, himself, frequently must function as a manager, in that he may be responsible for the proper management of his own office. This article describes an example of the use of the technique of work sampling as a fact - finding device
which can help in effective office management. Work sampling can be used in
the office for the quantitative analysis, in terms of time, of the activity of people,
equipment, or any other observable state or condition. It has been particularly
useful in the measurement of nonrepetitive or irregular activity.
The first application of work sampling theory was made by L. H. C. Tippett,
an Englishman. Tippett called the technique "ratio- delay" but the term "work
sampling" has been widely adopted in the manufacturing shop and in some
offices. The statistical principles involved are well understood, quite straight
forward, and should present no obstacle in the way of general use.

What is a Work Sampling Study?
A work sampling study consists of a large number of observations taken at
random intervals, noting the condition or state of the object of the study at the
instant of observation. The underlying theory of work sampling is that the
percentage of observations recording a man or machine as idle, working, or in
any other condition, reflects to a known degree of accuracy the average percentage of time in that state. If observations are randomly distributed over a sufficiently long period of time, this theory is held to be true, whether the occurrences are very short or extremely long, many or few, regular or irregular. Work
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EXHIBIT 1

sampling observations may be likened to a series of photographs taken at random times, with the added advantage that the observer is capable of interpreting
and classifying what he sees.
Work sampling, as the name implies, utilizes the well - established principle
of drawing inferences from a random sample of the whole. In this case the
"whole" is the total activity of the area, persons, or machines studied over the
period of time during which the observations are made. just as in statistical quality control, work sampling represents the logical compromise between the extremes of purely subjective evaluation without factual information and the "certainty" of continuous observation. The number of observations required is de1138
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pendent upon the end use to which the study is to be put. In other words, it is
dependent upon the desired degree of reliability and accuracy. For example, as
few as 100 observations may permit us to draw inferences as to possible specific
areas of investigation or general courses of action. On the other hand, in order
to set production standards for use with wage incentives, four or five thousand
observations may well be needed. As more precise information becomes necessary, more readings are required.
An essential condition of work sampling is that the observations be taken at
random. Randomness, in the statistical sampling sense, means the condition that
any given instant of time has an equal likelihood of selection as the time for observation as any other instant, that there is no apparent order to the times of
observation, and thus that any one time of observation is independent of other
times. If this condition is present and enough readings are taken, inferences of
known reliability may be drawn through work sampling. There are many
straightforward methods by which the randomness of observations may be tested.
If careful attention is paid to these tests and sufficient readings taken, the accuracy and reliability of work sampling studies can be developed to within any
practical limit. By "practical" is meant the answer, dollar -wise, to the question
"How much certainty of results is desired for the expense involved ?"
How Do You Go About Work Sampling?
As an example, let us consider the case of one particular office in which work
sampling was successfully used. This office was part of the controller's department of an electrical parts manufacturing firm. The company had a total of 600
employees and an annual sales volume of $7,500,000. There were thirteen employees in the office to be studied plus the supervisor and his assistant. The office
performed the following functions: payroll, reports and tax accounting, accounts
payable and disbursing, capital and equipment accounts, and product costing.
On the whole, the employees were competent and, except for an occasional
crisis in volume or errors, the work seemed to be accomplished in a satisfactory
manner. However, in submitting his budget estimates, the office supervisor, who
held the position of assistant controller, was faced by a company request to reduce office expenses. At the same time, he was receiving not -so- subtle comments
from the office force that the work load seemed to be increasing and that more
people were needed in the office. Although the supervisor knew that his subjective opinion would be sufficiently respected in any decision involving his employees, he, nevertheless, felt the need of factual data to help in answering the
question: How effectively do my employees utilize their time?
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EXHIBIT 2

The supervisor's first problem was the definition of the objective to be sought.
His primary concern, very simply, was to determine the proportions of each employee's time which were spent in useful work, such as typing, filing, operating
office equipment, etc., versus the proportions spent in personal or nonproductive
activity. For the present, no methods- improvement program was contemplated —
at least not until the supervisor knew what existing conditions were. The supervisor did not want to antagonize his employees by formal time -study or increase their workload by introducing burdensome tally sheets or other self- reporting devices of dubious reliability. The one technique which offered the office
supervisor an avenue through which to meet his objective without "upsetting
the apple cart" was work sampling.
Preparation: Work Categories, "Randomizing" Observation Times
In work sampling, all observed activity must be capable of classification into
meaningful categories. A round of observations simply means the classification
of each person's activity into one of the selected categories. Since the primary
objective was one of broad fact- finding, no fine breakdown was needed. The
basic requirement was that categories of work could be recognized visually from
a short distance. Definitions were prepared for each category. For example,
typing was defined as "actually operating typewriter, inserting paper, adjusting
machine, erasing or correcting material being typed." The following categories
were selected for the initial study:
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CATEGORY
CATEGORY
NUMBER
Operate office equipment (other than typewriter)
I
Typing
2
Writing or manual entry
3
Filing activity
4
Telephoning
5
Handlin papers
6
Talking with other than supervisor)
7
Absent from office
8
Walking (with or without papers)
9
Other activity (not work)
10

These categories, with the arbitrary code numbers indicated, were placed on
an observation sheet (Exhibit 1) which was furnished with the employees' names
and the time of observation spaces. Actual times were entered prior to observation, the moments for which were selected in a manner to be described and
opposite the name of each employee was placed the appropriate category code
number for the activity observed at the time of each observation. Thus, at 9:17,
employee Smith was observed typing. The code number 2 was placed in the
proper space.
The next step was to develop a series of random times for observation. There
are many ways to do this. In this case, a table of random numbers from a
statistics text was used and eight two -digit numbers in the range 00 to 59 were
selected as they occurred in the table. Numbers from 60 to 99 were ignored.
The office hours were from 9 o'clock to 5 o'clock, so that, if the first random
number happened to be 17, the first observation would be made at 9:17. If the
next random number were 49, the next observation would be made at 10:49,
and so on. It was recognized that randomness was essential if the study were
to mean anything. Furthermore, although the employees were, of course, told of
the study, they were not told beforehand the exact time of observations.
Results of the First Week of Observation
The supervisor, in this case, had a little trouble maintaining his schedule of
observations, at least during the first few days. However, he realized the importance of randomization and soon found himself making the rounds "on
time." He also trained his assistant to take care of the readings when he was
out of the office. Care was taken not to start each round from the same place
but to start rounds of observations at different points in the office and with different employees. These precautions contributed to the essential conditions that
observations be random and that an honest sample of activity be obtained.
At the end of each day, results of the work sampling observations were posted
to a summary sheet (Exhibit 2 ) . The first two days' results were discarded because the supervisor felt that he needed a little practice in order to make rapid,
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EXHIBIT 3

accurate rounds of observations and because he had experienced trouble in remembering to make observations on time. Also, one of the definitions needed
clarification. Starting with the third day, the summary sheets were kept for each
function and for the office as a whole. At the end of a week, a total of 504 observations had been made (one employee had been absent for two days) and the
overall proportion for each work category, lumping together all employees, was
as follows:
CATEGORY
NUMBER
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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CATEGORY
Operating office equipment
Typing
Writing or manual entry
Filing activity
Telephoning
Handling papers
Talking with other than supervisor
Absent from office (includes lunch)
Walking
Other activity, not work

NUMBER OF
OBSERVATIONS
47
61
56
18
33
46
37
89
23
94

% OF
OBSERVATIONS
9.3
12.1
11.1
3.6
6.5
9.1
7.3
17.8
4.6
18.6

504

100.0
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Assuming that all telephoning, walking, and talking with others was useful,
the overall nonproductive proportion of activity was 36.4 percent. This included
more than one hour, or 15 percent of the time, for lunch and authorized coffee breaks. Telephoning, walking, and talking with others totalled 18.4 percent of
the time, but the supervisor felt that part of this was necessary and he had no
positive way of separating the useful from the unnecessary activity. In any event,
the supervisor felt that he now had a much better understanding of the employees' time distribution in the office. Although he realized that more readings give him greater reliability, he still felt that he could draw useful inferences even from this limited data.
This was true because the objective of the study was simply to find out what
his employees did from nine to five and not to set time standards for incentive
pay. Reliability in the statistical sense means the extent to which results will
tend to repeat themselves in a given situation. Obviously, the greater the sample
size the greater will be the reliability. However, work sampling has been hindered in its development by a lack of understanding of the fact that the degree
of reliability needed will vary a great deal as different objectives are sought. In
other words, it is just as illogical to seek a very high degree of reliability for all
purposes as it is to carry multimillion dollar budget estimates down to the last
penny on every entry. In this case, the supervisor used the figures he had because the reliability, although fairly low, was at least known and the supervisor
felt that he could operate within these known limits.
Achieving "Reliability" With Observations for Remainder of Month
Although he was definitely pleased with the overall picture of operations
which the first week's observations gave him, the supervisor realized that the
simple averages of all categories might not tell the whole story. For instance,
the office force of thirteen (as noted earlier) divided itself naturally into the
following functions mentioned briefly at the start:
FUNCTION
Payroll
Accounts payable and disbursing
Management reports and tax accounting
Capital expenditure and equipment accounting
Product costing

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES
2
3
2
2
4
13

The supervisor knew that these differing functions would require differing
proportions of the various office activity categories. For example, "typing" was
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EXHIBIT 4

observed most frequently in the reports and tax and the accounts payable functions. Filing was observed most often in the product costing function, and so on.
In fact, only the categories of absent and other activity not work seemed to be
observed in about the same proportions across all functions. To get a clearer
picture, therefore, the observations must be classified not only by category (what
was done ?) but by function (who did it ?). This was available from the observation sheets and was worked into the table at the top of Exhibit 3:
This breakdown gave a better picture of what the observations showed the
staff to be doing throughout the day. However, the supervisor felt that at this
stage the study still had two main drawbacks. First of all, the number of observations per function was relatively small and, consequently, the reliability of any
individual proportion was low. This was particularly true in categories in which
there were only two or three observations in any given function. Moreover, the
supervisor knew that there was a definite monthly cycle of work -load in the
office. Payroll and accounts payable, in particular, were affected by this cycle.
Fortunately, both of these drawbacks could be overcome by the very simple expedient of continuing the study and obtaining more observations. The study
was therefore extended for the remainder of the month and the tables in the
middle of Exhibit 3 compiled and converted at the bottom of the exhibit to proportions of 100 observations in each category.
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The total number of readings, 2024, was sufficient to ensure reasonable reliability. For instance, Category 10 (activity, not work) had been observed 352
times or 17.4 percent of the total. In order to establish the reliability of
this figure, the supervisor used the formula: standard error of proportion
p (1.0 —p)
1 — where p is the percentage of observed readings in a cate-

S—

gory expressed as a decimal, N is the total number or readings or observations
in all categories, and 2s is the difference from the observed p within which p
from any other similar observations would fall 95 percent of the time, if observations were made of the same situation. In other words, the standard error is
a measure of how certain we are that the results would repeat themselves and,
hence, are reliable. In our example, therefore,
5_

.74)

1.174
2024

_

.174 +. 82 6

=

2024

=.008* = 0.8%.
2024

The supervisor now knew that 95 times out of 100, in the same situation,
Category 10 would be observed from [17.4 — (2 X .81 or 15.8 per cent to
[17.4 + (2 X .8) } or 19.0 per cent of the time. In this case, the supervisor was
making the assumption that reliability at the 95 per cent level (or being within
the given limits 19 times out of 20) was sufficient for his purposes. In clerical
work measurement, this seems reasonable. The important thing to the supervisor
was that he now had a measure, of known reliability, of the distribution of activity of his employees. In other words, he had a benchmark and, assuming that
the month during which the observations were made was typical, he could use
this not only as a basis for action but also as a future reference to help evaluate
this action.
In addition to the overall averages, however, sufficient readings now were
available for reliable measurements within groups. In Category 10 (other activity, not work), for example, the percentages ranged from 13.1 percent
(41/312) for the reports and tax accounting group to 33.3 percent (104/312)
for the capital and equipment group. Without performing the available statistical tests, the supervisor realized that this probably represented a real difference
in performance. Corrective action, if any, was of course up to the supervisor but,
at least, he now was in possession of some pertinent facts.
Identifying Work Which Has Peaks and Valleys
With the reliability of the study established, the next step was to chart the
data by groups to establish the nature of the cyclic trends (or lack of cyclic
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EXHIBIT 5
trends) which existed during the month of observation. The payroll group and
the product costing group serve as good examples in this case. The payroll
group had a definite cycle, with useful activity naturally increasing at the end
of each bi- weekly pay period. This is clearly demonstrated in Exhibit 4. The
product costing group, on the other hand, had a relatively even pattern of activity, except for a slight variation at month's end, as the usual rush occurred to
ship before the last day of the month. This pattern is shown in Exhibit 5.
A Basis for Sound Decisions on Staff and Equipment Needs
From this point on, these data could be classified and analyzed in any number
of ways. Comparisons could be made between groups, between activities within
groups, between successive periods of time, or by combining types of activity
and drawing inferences in this way. Within the limits of the categories selected,
the supervisor now had facts with which to work. The reader also might pause
and consider his own situation. Would such facts be useful in the administration
of his own office?
To go farther with this particular example, the following aspects of the data
were particularly useful:
I. Payroll, accounts payable and disbursing, and reports and tax accounting had cyclic trends of activity. However, the cycles in payroll and ac1166

counts payable were complementary
and it seemed possible, by judicious
rearrangement of duties, to "level off'
the combined load.
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2. No one in the office seemed overworked. (This seems to be gross understatement but the reader should
consider his own office before he
scoffs too loudly[)
3. Combining Categories 8 and 10 (absent and other activity, not work), a
total of 35.5 percent of the time was
spent in nonproductive activity. This
included well over an hour (a total
of 15 percent of the time) for authorized lunch and coffee break, so
that, even with all personal needs
taken care of, 20 percent of the time
still was nonproductive. This gave
the supervisor some idea of the slack.
It must be added, in fairness, that the
cyclic variation of some jobs contributed to this.
4. As an added safety factor, all time
spent in walking, telephoning, or talking with others, (a total of 14.9 percent) was considered as useful work.
It is probable that not all of this activity was actually useful.
S. The payroll activity had asked for an

additional telephone. The amount of
time spent in telephoning (3.4 percent) did not seem to justify this request and it was denied.
6. Reports and tax accounting had requested another typewriter. One was
transferred from capital and equipment accounting.
7. An office equipment salesman had
been trying to sell the product costing
unit an accounting machine to combine "typing" and "operate-officeequipment" activities. Since these
combined took only 5.8 percent of the
time, there seemed no justification for
this purchase.
8. As an extension of the previous paragraph, the supervisor decided to invesfigate the introduction of a pro priefary system of posting job costs.
He did this because of the fac t that
the product costing group spent a
total of 42.2 percent of its time in
handling papers and writing (Categories 6 and 3). Thus, the opporfunify for savings looked promising.

To summarize, the supervisor now felt that he had a good measure of the proportions of time each employee or group of employees spent in the various activities. The general advantages of this were apparent. Furthermore, any
changes could be evaluated by future check studies. He himself had acted as
the sole fact- gatherer. No expert had imposed his views and the supervisor had
quantitative measures on which to base his decisions. After he had become experienced, he found that he could observe and record his employees' activity in
about two minutes' time per round of observations, so the demands on his time
were negligible. Also, he had the feeling that many occasions would arise in
the future when he would be able to make good use of his study.
Work sampling, then, is primarily a tool of supervision. This article has described only one example of its use. The possibilities of the technique seem
limitless when applied as a work - measurement device in the office. Work
sampling is a practical measuring technique of known reliability, which has enjoyed wide acceptance elsewhere. It seems only logical that the future of sound
clerical work appraisal includes the extention of work sampling to the office.
Many offices have already benefitted from its use. How about yours?
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A Cost System for a Motor Parts Rebuilder
by CHARLES H. FONTIUS
Member of the Organization and Control Staff, The Fluor Corporation, Los Angeles, California

There is much interest in accounting and control procedures for what
is usually indefinitely typified in the phrase, small business. In the
present case study of a somewhat unusual industry having points of
resemblance to machine shops in general, a particular small business
takes concrete form. Against ample descriptive background of operations and business environment, the author presents a well- rounded
study of procedures planned to effect adequate control and economical
accounting. Standards and group incentive application are included.

AROUND LOS ANGELES, and perhaps elsewhere in the country there
INisAND
a type of industry which flourishes in numerous small and medium -sized
shops. It is an industry that receives little publicity and makes practically no
attempt to attract attention to its activities except within the circle of dealers
who distribute its products. The nature of its work is more closely related to
the service field of business, but many of its characteristics are akin to those
found in manufacturing plants. The specific term used to identify the persons
engaged in this segment of industry is, " rebuilders." The term is applied generally to any company the principal occupation of which is to restore to a nearly
new condition a manufactured product that has already served its period of
usefulness and has been replaced. The rebuilding of automotive components
constitutes a major portion of this industry, and is the particular area treated
in this paper. Common items which the rebuilders find it profitable to rehabilitate are automotive fuel pumps, carburetors, clutches, transmissions, differentials, hydraulic brake cylinders, generators, starters, and gasoline motors.
Partly because rebuilding is a small business activity and partly because of
some unique aspects in operating conditions, very little has been attempted by
the rebuilders in the way of scientific management or cost control. This paper
tells the story of how one rebuilder in Los Angeles, with the help of a consultant, developed and installed control procedures in conformity with proven
accounting and industrial engineering practices and demonstrated that such
methods can and will work in a small organization. It is offered in the hope
that other small business operators will read it and take something from its
contents which will be helpful in getting more production at lower costs, and in
getting more useful information from accounting records.
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A Sketch of the Automotive Parts Rebuilding Industry
The rebuilding business can, but need not be, of the "back alley" variety,
because a rather small investment coupled with two or three years of experience in an established shop, will equip an aspirant for entry into the field. The
newcomer can usually get a toehold on the available market by selling his wares
at reduced prices, because distributors or dealers are very price conscious and
will often turn their backs on usual sources of supply in the interest of a few
more cents profit per item.
There is some justification in this seeming unfaithfulness of the distributor
or dealer. The techniques and materials used in rebuilding or remanufacturing
(as some operators prefer to call it) are quite uniform and not unduly complex. Because basic engineering has been accomplished by the original manufacturer, this element of quality is fixed for all rebuilders. Taking these factors
into consideration, it is quite understandable that the purchaser might have
difficulty in distinguishing any significant difference between the products of
two rebuilders and would be inclined to patronize the company which provided
him with the greatest profit margin. As a matter of fact, the attractiveness with
which an article has been painted or packaged is sometimes a decisive factor
in making a sale of a rebuilt item when the price is in line with competition.
The ultimate consumers for rebuilt items are the motoring public and any
commercial firm which uses motor vehicles for transportation or hauling merchandise. When a motorist takes his car to a neighborhood garage to have the
clutch replaced, the chances are that the replacement unit will be a rebuilt
clutch. If the customer wants a new clutch supplied by the manufacturer of
the car, he must so specify or the mechanic will more than likely call the local
automobile parts house for a rebuilt clutch. The parts houses located throughout metropolitan Los Angeles and which are not associated with new car
dealers, are the distributors to which the rebuilders sell the products used by
motorists and transportation companies. Sometimes the consumer buys direct
from the distributor at list price but, more often, the repair garage owner is
the purchaser. He, in turn, sells the rebuilt item as part of his repair service
to a customer.
Commercial firms which operate fleets of cars or trucks usually have their
own repair departments and buy components directly from the rebuilders. The
fleet owners buy at a discount roughly equivalent to that allowed to the garage
owner. Consequently, the rebuilders avidly seek the patronage of the fleet
owners because the discount to the distributors is eliminated. Thus, on items
sold to transportation companies, the rebuilder's profit is greater than on the
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units sold to distributors or to dealers. (The latter are repair garage owners
which have a large enough volume of sales to induce the rebuilders to sell to
them directly rather than through distributors.)
Pricing Policy, Source of Materials, Stock and Processing Problems
Retail prices for rebuilt components are fairly well standardized. The real
price conflict is waged around the discount allowances to the distributors, dealers, and fleet owners. One rebuilder's discount rate to the distributor may be
stated as 60 per cent of retail, another's may be 60 per cent plus 5 per cent,
still another's may be 60 per cent plus 10 per cent. If there are slight differences in the various rebuilders' suggested retail prices, the purchaser must
resort to an arithmetical analysis to determine which discount rate is the most
favorable. This jockeying for a favorable price position goes on perpetually,
particularly among the smaller rebuilders. Typical discount allowances based
on retail price are as follows:
Rebuilder to distributor
Rebuilder to dealer
Rebuilder to fleet owner
Distributor to garage owner

60 %, 60% and 5 %, 60% and 10%
40 %, 50 %, 50% and 5%
40 %, 50%
25 %, 30 %, 40%

Rebuilders with any substantial volume usually maintain a stock of popular
items assembled ready for shipment. "Dogs" (components for which only occasional orders are received) are not assembled until ordered. In order to assure
an ample supply of used components which can be rebuilt, the rebuilder invests in a "core" stock. A core is the used component or assembly before it
is disassembled for rebuilding. Inasmuch as the very existence of the business
depends on having an adequate stock of the right kind of cores available, the
rebuilders have universally adopted the practice of demanding a core as part
of the exchange agreement with the customer. If a core which corresponds to
the rebuilt unit sold is not given in exchange, the rebuilder makes a core charge
to the customer. This is an amount sufficient to enable the rebuilder to purchase a suitable core from one of the wrecking yards or core dealers. The problem of keeping a well - balanced core stock is of constant concern to the rebuilder. Cores are frequently lost in the rebuilding process, due to being worn
beyond repair, breakage, etc. A substantial sum is expended each month in
order to keep the core stock in the desired condition.
The rebuilding process has certain special characteristics. After a core
is disassembled, the parts are cleaned and inspected. Worn parts and small
parts, such as nuts, bolts, and cotter pins are discarded. Most of the major
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parts of a core can be salvaged by performing a machining operation or by
rebushing holes. When these parts have been renovated, the unit is ready for
assembly. New parts obtained from suppliers who manufacture these specialty
items are used to replace the discarded parts. The rebuilt unit is painted, if
necessary, then tested and boxed. Deliveries to customers are usually in large
quantities. However, good customers relations occasionally demand accommodation deliveries of one or only a few units.
The identification and storage of parts is a major problem with rebuilders
because some of the parts which will be used in re- assembly are new and some
are used parts recovered from the cores at disassembly. The used parts to be
reused must be sorted, identified, reworked, if necessary, and placed in bins
accessible to the assemblers. A shortage of good used parts means that new
ones must be substituted. This substitution increases the cost of the rebuilt unit.
The practice of protecting their customers against defective products with a
quality guarantee has become well established in the rebuilding industry. This
is a warranty that an item which does not function properly when installed will
be replaced free of charge. In addition, some rebuilders guarantee to reimburse
the garage owner or fleet operator for all or part of the installation cost if
their products prove to be defective. Of course, the rebuilders frequently have
an avenue of escape on their guarantees in that they require reasonable proof
that the unit was not improperly installed or damaged during installation. Some
mechanics are inclined to blame their mistakes on defective workmanship in
the rebuilt unit and, consequently, hot arguments may ensue when the user
tries to collect on the warranty.
Fundamental Policy Decisions Underlying the Accounting System
The foregoing paragraphs have been given to provide a background which
should enable the reader to more readily understand the measures adopted
by one rebuilder who wanted to operate his business in accordance with modern
systematic methods. To start with, a number of decisions had to be made regarding the basic type of plan best suited to the needs of the company.
In the first place, a practical method of developing costs for the company's
products would be installed. Existing data were too general in nature to enable
management to recognize low and high profit items. Since rebuilding automotive components is a highly competitive business, knowledge of costs is a
valuable aid in setting discount rates, already noted as one of the most important
factors in getting business. In addition to providing cost information, the cost
system would permit a more accurate evaluation of inventory.
M A Y , 1955
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EXHIBIT 1

A form of standard costing was chosen for volume items. This choice was
made because standard cost systems require the least clerical work and because
the variety and quantity of parts passing through the processing operations and
the relatively short operation cycles would make it very difficult for an employee to identify parts and to accurately report time and production by product
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as would be necessary in job costing methods. A job costing method would
be used for items which required an unusual amount of material or labor or
which would be rebuilt to customer specification and billed on a time and
material cost basis.
The further preliminary decisions covered a variety of significant matters,
as indicated in the following:
1. Two inventory accounts would be
used. One would be work -in- process
and finished goods. The other would
be core inventory.
2. A revised chart of accounts would be
drafted. The expense ledger would
provide an analysis of detailed ex.
penses for three departments, namely,
factory, sales, and administrative.
3. The straight -line depreciation method
would be adopted, with allowances for
depreciation computed for each
equipment classification on the following useful life expectancy:
Major production equipment 10 years
Automotive equipment
4 "
Jigs, fixtures, and dies
3 "
Furniture and fixtures
3 "
4. The book value of the core inventory
would be kept at a constant amount

during the fiscal year. Purchases to
replace lost or damaged cores would
be charged to expense. At the and
of each year, an inventory of the core
stock would be made and the book
value adjusted accordingly.
5. A production incentive plan would be
provided for the shop employees.
6. A single standard of 100 would be
applied to direct labor standard dollars to absorb expenses into inventory
and for computing product standard
cost. Inasmuch as practically all of
the products are processed through
the same operations, there would be
little advantage to different burden
rates for each center.
7. In conjunction with the cost control
revision, an effort would be made to
design the most efficient paperwork
system possible.

r

The System Takes Shape Including Standards and Incentive
Having established these policies, the company began the process of converting them into operational practices. Work began on several projects at
once. The following paragraphs indicate what was done. First of all, on the
premise that a properly designed chart of accounts is a prime requisite for obtaining good information about a business, the company revised its chart with
the aid of its consultant.
The company's product line was carefully analyzed and classified by type
and size. Items which are regularly processed without special treatment were
designated as items for which standard costs would be calculated. A Standard
Cost Sheet (Exhibit 1 ) was designed and the standard material and labor cost
computed for each assembly. On the left hand side of the sample standard cost
sheet is shown the quantity and standard value of the new parts which will be
used to rebuild a common type clutch. The quantity, of course, represents an
average usage, because there will be some variation in the number of new parts
required to rebuild a unit, depending on its condition when it is received as
a core. Any work, done on parts by another company such as sandblasting,
MAY, 1955
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given a code number and the daily
production report in each center
specifies the number of pieces completed in each classification. A conventional type job card was introduced into the shop for reporting
purposes. The information obtained through this time and reporting procedure is compiled
statistically and used to evaluate
worker performance. It is also
useful in keeping standard costs up
to date but is not used for labor
charge to inventory.
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A simple shop order form was supplied to the shop for reporting the time
and parts used on special rebuilding jobs for which no standard cost had been
computed. Such work is a very small part of the production activity of the
shop and does not warrant an elaborate control system.
By combining the cash receipts record and the sales journal, a very efficient
and informative piece of paper was created. Exhibit 2 illustrates the combined
record. This form provides a daily summary of the following:
Total cash sales
Total credit sales
Sales totals by product class
Total sales

Cash receipts from credit accounts
Miscellaneous cash receipts
Sales tax billed to customers
Commissionsales

By carrying the daily totals forward until the end of the month, the bookkeeper has totals available immediately for posting to the ledger without the
necessity of recapitulation of original data.
A form was designed and printed for making a monthly computation of
the standard cost of sales, the quantity of each assembly produced, and the
standard labor content in the production. Exhibit 3 is a sample of this form.
The column headings are indicative of the uses made of them. It is necessary
to take an inventory of finished assemblies at the end of each month and to
make a tally from the sales slips of the quantity of each assembly sold. When
these figures and the beginning inventory of finished assemblies are posted to
the form, standard cost of sales, etc. can be computed. The form provides for
entry of the assembly part number, the unit standard labor cost and the unit
standard cost. Charges to the cost of sales account are made from this summary. Also, the amount of standard direct labor cost and expense to be charged
to inventory is computed on this form.
A group bonus plan was devised for all of the shop employees, including
supervision. The plan was quite simple and any bonus earned was paid weekly.
A standard hour value which includes an allowance for nonproductive work
was computed for each product class. Under the plan, the number of units
produced in each class during the week is determined. By multiplying the production quantities by the standard hour values, the number of standard hours
produced by the shop employees is calculated. A percentage of performance
is then computed by dividing total standard hours produced by total shop hours.
If the percentage of performance is over 100, the employees receive as bonus
an amount resulting from application of half the excess over 100 per cent to the
straight time earnings. For example, if the performance percentage for a particular week is calculated at 110, each shop employee would receive 5 per cent
of his straight time pay as bonus.
MAY, 1955
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lowance for depreciation. Another
control feature was the amount of
detail supplied by the expense
classification in the chart of accounts. By refining the analysis of
expense, information was made
available which helped reduce such
expenses as product warranty, delivery expense, and nonproductive
shop labor.

U

N

Some of the Mechanics of the
System — and Accomplishments
It is beyond the scope of this
paper to describe in full detail the
application of the system adopted
by this rebuilding company. However, the following explanation of
some of the major, procedures will
show what was accomplished:
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

I. Purchases of new parts and assemblies
are charged to purchase accounts in
the cost of sales analysis section of
-the general ledger. Charges are made
at actual cost to these purchase accounts. At the end of the month, all
direct material purchases are charged
to inventory at standard cost through
a contra - account and any price variance is charged or credited to a price
variance account.
2. Direct labor cost is charged at actual
value to a labor account in the cost
of sales analysis section of the general
ledger. A standard direct labor value
for production is computed at the end
of each month from the Standard
Cost of Sales and Direct Labor Summary (Exhibit 4). Standard direct
labor cost is charged to inventory
through a contra- account and any
direct labor variance is charged or
credited to a direct labor variance
account. This method of computing
labor charges to inventory assumes a

constant amount of standard direct
labor in process.
3. Expenses are charged at actual value
to the various expense classifications
in the factory ledger. Charges are
identified by three departments: facfory, selling and delivery, and general
administrative. At the end of the
month, total factory expenses are
charged through a clearing account to
a burden account in the cost of sales
analysis section in the general ledger.
Standard burden absorbed into inventory is equal to the standard direct
labor charge to inventory.
4. Standard cost of sales is computed on
the standard cost of sales and direct
labor summary. This amount is credited to inventory and charged to cost
of sales.
5. The financial statements reflect the
standard cost basis of inventory evaluation. Variances in material, labor,
and burden costs are shown as adjustments to gross profit on the profit
and loss statement.

Standard monthly journals were designed to facilitate the accounting task.
The control program does require some additional work, but it was developed
and installed without adding personnel. The extra attention which is demanded
of the employees to make the program work has stimulated the entire organization and paid dividends in many small ways.
With patience and considerable effort, the modernization plan which this
small company had undertaken matured and has become a great help to all
concerned. The policies which were formulated have stabilized the business
and have given direction to its activities, because reliable information concerning costs and operating expense are available in a form which can be used.
The standard cost method of pricing inventories and cost of sales provides conservative inventory values and makes possible the preparation of reliable financial statements. The incentive plan, supplemented by improved time and production reporting methods, keeps labor costs well within the limits established
for the standard costs. The streamlined paperwork systems keep clerical detail
to a.mininium and supply better information. Now that the control plan is
a reality instead of a dream, management feels that it is really running the business.
:
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Controlling a Restaurant's
Food Supply and Costs
by JOSEPH A. OTEARY
Assistant Professor of Hotel, Restaurant, and General Institutional Management,
Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan

The areas in which cost control is most important for successful management of a restaurant operation are explored in this article. Specific
procedures and reports effective in providing cost control information
are described, with special emphasis placed on methods of accumulating and bigh- lighting food costs on a daily basis.

among the top ten industries in
T the country in volume ofthesales.publicYetranks
most accountants are relatively unHE BUSINESS OF FEEDING

familiar with the cost recording and reporting problems peculiar to the restaurant business. This lack of familiarity is due, in part, to the fact that the
many restaurants in the small business class cannot afford the services of a full time individual to control cost. Techniques used in the larger operations must
be adapted to allow for a minimum of record - keeping and for performance of
the cost control function directly by the owner or manager.

Characteristics of Restaurant Operation and Accounting
A consideration of restaurant operation problems is helpful in understanding
the nature of the system of accounting and cost control which has been developed within the industry. Since items handled and produced are highly perishable, efficient storage and rapid processing techniques are necessary. Production
must be closely controlled since there is little or no market for overproduction.
If customers are to be satisfied and retained, items offered for sale must be deliverable on order and without delay. Each meal served is a combination of
many component parts which may be assembled in any one of a number of different combinations. For example, a fairly simple menu of a typical restaurant
lists about forty different menu items, with several supporting items (different
breads, rolls, salad dressings, etc.) not mentioned. Each meal served is handled
as an individual sale, of which there may be every day several hundred in each of
three distinct groupings of breakfast, lunch, and dinner. In such a situation, determination of cost for each individual sale becomes a practical impossibility.
However, daily food cost control is a necessity for efficient conduct of a restaurant business because of the daily cycle of operations. Most of the buying
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and all processing, selling, and collection functions occur within the span of a
day's time. Information on cost of a day's meals must be available not later
than the following day in order that changes can be instituted immediately to
correct unfavorable costs and to maintain desired standards of service. The entire tempo of the operation requires a daily check to assure effective control.
Cost and Sales Price Relationship
Sale prices and product make -up are usually determined in this industry on a
percentage of sales value basis. Total material cost over a long period of time
should be maintained at or below a given percentage of sales revenues if a net
profit from operations is to result. This percentage varies with different types
of establishments from 20 to 50. A restaurant offering elaborate personnel service, luxurious surroundings and furnishings, costly decorations, etc., must maintain a low food cost percentage or find its total cost exceeding total revenues. On
the other hand, a self- service restaurant with no table linen, no entertainment, no
decorations, and using inexpensive utensils and dishes, can afford a much higher
food cost ratio and still produce a profit. For an average standard for the most
common types of restaurants, a food cost of 40 per cent of sales has been found
workable.
Costs Other Than Materials and Labor
When we purchase food items in the local store for home preparation it is
quite easy to feel that restaurants are truly gold mines, receiving two and one half times the cost of the purchased food. There is a natural tendency to overlook the many other items of expense which must be borne in a food operation.
Salaries and wages of employees are likely to total about 30 per cent of sales.
The 25 per cent of sales remaining after raw food cost and salaries and wages
expense must cover many items, such as those listed below, and provide at least
a small margin of profit if the restaurant is to continue in operation:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
M A Y , 1955

Employee's meals
Uniforms
Music and entertainment
Dining room laundry
Employees' laundry
Kitchen fuel
Linen
China and glassware
Silverware
Utensils

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
:10.

Cleaning supplies
Dry cleaning
Contract cleaning
Guest supplies
Paper supplies
Menus
Printing and stationery
Decorations
Banquet expense
Cost accounting
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Licenses and taxes
Purchasing expense
Advertising
Repairs and maintenance
Heat, light, and power

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Water and refrigeration
Air conditioning
Depreciation
Financial expense
Rent

All of these items must be controlled and kept within bounds. Their costs
must be analyzed. The control period for these costs is usually established on
a monthly basis. Because of relative importance, payroll costs are sometimes
analyzed more often. In general, it is not feasible to break down labor costs in
detail. Time is too varied and overlaps among menu items. For example, in the
kitchen, employees prepare several menu items at the same time.

Points of Cost Control and Forecasting Food Requirements
Food costs are controlled daily and in detail by item. For control purposes,
the important relationship is that of food cost to sales figures. The food cost system is based on the unit of purchase or the unit of food used in a division of the
restaurant operation. This contrasts with the cost basis used in the normal
manufacturing plant, where finished product cost is compared to sales price.
There are several so- called systems of food cost control in current use. They all
have the same fundamental practices and overall plan. The reports used state
in greater or less detail the raw food cost for a given past period and are commonly supplemented by comments on strong or weak points in operations and
suggestions for improvements.
The reports from the food cost controller may furnish management with information useful in determining purchasing policies, controlling investment in
inventories, determining sales policies, and in preventing or reducing loss from
waste or pilfering. In the restaurant business, some of the sales policies to be
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determined are the, type and variety of menus to be offered, menu prices, hours
of service, and type of service. These definitely need the cost data indicated.
In adapting the cost system to the operation, basic requisites of a good system
must, of course, be observed. The system must furnish adequate information,
must furnish information promptly, must not interfere with operations, and must
not cost too much to maintain for, 'one of the costs to be controlled is the cost
of cost control."
The key points of control over food costs are seven in number and may be
listed as follows:
I. Forecasting requirements.
2. Purchasing.
3. Receiving.
7. Serving.

4. Storing.
5. Issuing.
6. Preparing.

The first of these points — forecasting requirements —is basic. Sound forecasting of food requirements relies on past experience. Portion sales histories are
developed from records showing the number of portions of each of the important menu items sold each meal and each day for a reasonably long period
of time. A popularity index is prepared for each item showing the relative
popularity of each principal item when offered on the same menu with certain
other items. From the past records of number of persons served each meal of
each day for some time past, the number of persons to be expected for any meal
in the immediate future can be fairly accurately estimated. By applying the
popularity index to the estimated number of persons, the number of portions
of each item can be predicted.
Based on the forecasts of sales, both for the immediate future and for longer
periods ahead, quantity requirements of the various items of food materials must
be determined. Specifications for each item must be adopted: grades of various
cuts of meats, sizes and kinds and grades of fruits and vegetables, grade of eggs
and butter and other products for table use or as ingredients in prepared dishes,
and sizes and grade of the various grocery items. Comparison of the estimated
requirements with the quantities on hand and the items already on order but not
yet received will assist in determining the quantities of each item to be considered as 'open -to- buy."
Food Purchasing and Receiving Problems and Procedures
The purchasing of food products is a specialized type of work. Conditions
and prices vary from one market to another and in any one market from one
day to another. Weather conditions and season of the year influence prices and
quality to an extreme degree. Delivery conditions must be considered. It is cornM A Y , 1955
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mon for the purchasing agent to obtain quotations daily or weekly from several
dealers and often from several markets on all frequently purchased items. These
quotations are obtained by mail, telegraph or telephone. It is important that information be secured concerning the quantities available at the quoted price,
that the prices compared are for the same ordering quantities, that the prices are
stated either as delivery charges paid by the shipper or by the buyer, and that
the prices compared are for similar grades.
Quotations received from the various markets are generally recorded on a
Quotation Sheet like that shown as Exhibit 1. As quotations come in, they are
entered in separate columns for each vendor opposite the food item quoted.
When all bids are in, prices are examined and purchase orders are prepared.
When the order has been placed, a purchase order or similar memorandum
should be written up for transmittal to the shipper in confirmation, if required,
and as a record showing items ordered and stating prices and grades.
Purchasing of food items may be by orders of one or more of three different types: long -term contracts, standing orders, or day to day orders. Longterm contracts are frequently used for items of canned or frozen fruits and
vegetables, particularly by restaurant chains and by very large restaurant operations. They are usually placed shortly after the annual seasonal packing period
and are based on sample tests of the products of several packers. Specifications
should be stated in detail in the contract and tests made from time to time
1182
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I
throughout the year to verify that tie
specifications are being maintained.
Standing orders, with the option to
wci g At:
P n c
r , _ P e r _
increase quantities temporarily as
R - - d .
needed, are frequently used in pur„ sd
T
_
y
chasing such items as bakery products,
eggs, etc. Day -to -day orders are most
EXHIBIT 3
common in purchasing fresh fruits
and fresh vegetables, sometimes for meats and meat products, and very commonly for all items in small operations.
A daily record should be kept of all food items received. It is recommended
that all deliveries of all kinds be made at the same receiving dock and that
the record show all items received of all :kinds. In the case of food items, at
least, all shipments should be listed in detail, showing the quantities or weight
of each item received. Preferably, the receiving clerk should not have access
to invoices or copies of purchase orders showing weights and quantities until
after he has recorded the actual weights and quantities received. It is too easy
to copy the amounts from the purchase orders or invoices and omit the weighing or counting. After the entry has been made on the receiving records, a
comparison should be made by someone other than the receiving clerk with
the purchase order, to verify that quantities and items received were as ordered,
and with the invoice to determine that items billed and to be paid are for
quantities actually received and at prices quoted. Someone qualified to judge
grades of food products should inspect all goods received, to verify that the
quality and grade are up to specifications.
Receipts of food items are frequently summarized daily by major classifications of food items. Classifications vary from one system to another. One
commonly used breakdown is that shown in Exhibit 2. The classification
adopted should be used throughout, i.e., on the summary of food received, the
summary of issues, the inventory summary, and the cost analysis. These are
all kept by money values. For tighter control of certain items or when waste
or stealing is suspected, a record of receipts, issues, and inventory by quantities may be kept daily. In theory, freight, express, and cartage charges should
be recorded as part of the cost of the food. However, it is usually impractical
to apportion such charges on a unit basis or even on a major classification
basis. It is more common to consider this item of expense as an overhead item.
The value of any items rejected and returned because of low quality or other
reason and the amount of any adjustments in price should be credited against
the value of food received.
--
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EXHIBIT 4

Protecting and Accounting for Food in Storage
The location and the arrangement of the storeroom and the storage refrigerators are very important in controlling food cost and labor costs. This writer
contends that the receiving dock, the storeroom and refrigerators, and the food
preparation areas (kitchen) should all be on the same level, if at all possible.
The storeroom should be between the receiving dock and the kitchen. This
eliminates extra labor in taking food up and down stairs, reduces handling
time and spoilage from excessive handling, and helps to speed operation. Also
the shorter the distance from the dock to the storeroom and from the storeroom to the kitchen, the less the opportunity for pilfering.
The storeroom should be arranged to facilitate control over quantities on hand
of all items used, to assist in speedy delivery of wanted items to the kitchens, and
to make inventory taking as easy and accurate as possible. It is suggested that
the inventory book or sheets be set up in accordance with the classifications
which have been mentioned. Then, the location of items in the storeroom
should follow the inventory record as closely as practicable. A perpetual inventory record of each item of food material used is maintained in some restau1184
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rants. The amount of labor required and consequent cost to maintain such a
record normally does not justify its use.
As each shipment is received into the storeroom, a system of price marking may be followed which will save time and work later on. The case price
can be written on each case of canned or grocery items. As a case is opened,
the unit price can be marked on each can or package. The unit price is then
immediately available for use in pricing issues and inventories. Because of the
expense of meat, a tag system is often used to control its delivery, storage, and
subsequent issue. When the meat is received, it is checked and weighed and
tagged with a prenumbered tag, as shown in Exhibit 3. When the meat is issued,
the tag is dated, removed from the meat, and attached to the requisition sheet.
Meat bought by retail cut for immediate use would not be tagged. The tag
on stored meat provides an accurate weight measure on issuance without a
delay for weighing at that time.
To prevent loss from spoilage, refrigerators should be kept under careful
temperature control. Tables of optimum temperatures for various items of perishable food are available from several sources. Good sanitation practices will
also help to reduce loss from spoilage of items in both the refrigerators and
the storeroom. These places should be arranged to permit frequent and thorough
cleaning and to provide proper circulation of air around the food.
The summary of food purchases or receipts mentioned in connection with
receiving procedures might be prepared by the storeroom personnel. In many
restaurants the receiving clerk and the storeroom man are the same person. If
they are separate functions and different persons, the daily summary should be
compared with the receiving clerk's record to verify that all items of food
received are summarized. In addition, the storeroom control can well be used
to assist in purchasing, in the following manner: A standard minimum stock
quantity is established for various items used regularly. As items are put on
the shelves, a tag is attached to a normal requisition lot quantity of cans or
packages to indicate that, after that quantity is issued, there remains only the
standard minimum. The tag is removed by the storeroom man at the time of
issuance. All tags so removed constitute a notification that the item is "open -tobuy."
Daily Requisitioning and Costing of Food Issued
All items sent to the kitchen or other areas for preparation for use should
be recorded. Items issued out of the storage areas should be issued on requisition only. Items delivered to the kitchen immediately on arrival should be
M A Y , 1955
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EXHIBIT 5

recorded as direct issues. Direct issues plus total requisitions should account
for all goods put into production. Requisitions should be dated and signed by
the person in charge of the subdivision of the kitchen to which the food is
delivered. The number of persons authorized to sign requisitions should be
limited. Each requisition should list each item ordered, indicate the quantity
desired and the size of the unit container. Cans and packages frequently come
in different sizes with different unit prices.
All requisitions each day should be priced and the value (at cost) of all
issues recorded on a summary sheet by classifications. A sample analysis form is
presented as Exhibit 4. It may be desirable to further classify cost of food used
by sub - departments of the kitchen, such as range, bake shop, pantry, salad bar,
etc. To the total of all food issued and covered by requisitions should be added
the value, by classifications, of all direct issues not covered by requisitions. The
total would then be the value, by classifications, of all food issued to the kitchen
that day for preparation and service.
It is rather obvious that an unnecessarily large number of requisitions each
day multiplies the labor of the storeroom personnel and of other kitchen operating personnel, thereby increasing confusion and labor cost. By advance planning of production and requisitioning on the basis of planned production, it
may be possible to limit the number of requisitions from each subdepartment
to close to one a day.
The total cost of all food materials used in one day, divided by total food
sales of that day, gives the day's food cost percentage. Calculation of this cost
percentage each day affords a basis for warning the restaurant operator immediately when something is out of line. Steps may then be taken to prevent loss
before it is too late. The cost percentage is usually also calculated for the ac1186
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counting period (month) to date. This cumulative percentage is perhaps more
important than the daily percentage, because there is often an overlap from
one day to another due to foods being prepared in advance of use. An example is beef roasted one day for cold service the following day.
A running inventory is calculated daily by adding to the beginning inventory (end of previous day) the total value of the material received that day,
as summarized by the receiving report, and subtracting the total of the day's
issues (including direct issues). This inventory can be calculated daily for
each of the material classifications used. An actual inventory should be taken
periodically, usually at each month -end, at least, and the total value, at cost,
compared with the calculated running or perpetual inventory. Any great discrepancy should be thoroughly investigated. The inventory listing should be
classified in the same groupings as are the materials received, the issues, and
the perpetual inventory. This classification can assist in pinpointing the kind
of food material responsible for discrepancies and so aid in uncovering losses
from theft or other cause.
Control of Quantities During Preparation and Service
Much of the waste and loss of materials in many restaurants can be traced
to the preparation areas. There are three principal causes of such losses: overproduction, spoilage in preparation, and excessive trimming or scraps. Production is controlled through a system of daily production orders. These orders
are issued for each item on the menu anti are posted in the kitchen or other
food preparation sections, where personnel concerned can see and follow plans.
The record shows the day's menu, amounts to be prepared and sizes of portion
(where applicable), with a column for subsequent entry of actual amounts
prepared. A sample record is shown as Exhibit 5. Data on quantities of food
actually prepared is then compared with planned production and causes of
variation determined and corrected.
Quantities of materials used can be controlled by establishing standard recipes based on tests for flavor, appearance, cost etc. Standard portion sizes can
be established, with a resulting standard material cost per portion. Adherence
to the standard portion sizes can be secured by standardizing the sizes of spoons,
ladles, scoops, dishes, etc. and by constantly repeated training of employees
and inspection of dishes as they are being carried to the customer. Training
of the employees is essential so that they can recognize readily by the appearance of the portion when it is of the required weight or size. Good service is
too fast to permit the actual weighing or measuring of each portion as it is
M A Y , 1955
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EXHIBIT 6

dished up. However, portion size must be maintained if portion cost is to be
controlled. It is axiomatic that, if standard gross profit is obtained on each portion served, standard overall cost of material is inevitable. However, on some
items, competition of other nearby restaurants and customs of long standing
regarding portion sizes and prices, must be considered.
Costs of materials can be forecast at the time of issuing the production orders
by applying the number of portions ordered to the standard cost per portion.
The forecast cost can be compared with the actual cost of materials issued
and discrepancies investigated. This will help to uncover spoilage in preparation or production in excess of production orders.
In cases in which production is in excess of actual demand, the disposition
of leftovers can influence the cost percentage greatly. Comparison of actual
portion sales with production reports will reveal any considerable overproduction. The excess portions may have been consumed by employees, thrown in
the garbage cans, or saved for re -use if that is possible. If the restaurant has a
]IRS
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EXHIBIT 7

cafeteria as well as a regular dining room, most leftovers may be sent to the
cafeteria immediately and sold at a slightly lower price. If separate sales and
cost data are kept for the two places, the cafeteria should be charged for these
items at its regular cost value rather than at the dining room cost value, which
would probably be slightly higher.
Other Significant Cost and Loss Categories to be Controlled
Any food items put out by the kitchen for service to customers which are
not reflected in recorded sales will increase the material cost percentage. Waiters
M A Y , 1935
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and waitresses often try to obtain extra tips from their customers by giving extra
service for which the customer is not charged. Double portions are served at
a single portion charge. Items are served but not recorded on the guest's check.
Items are priced incorrectly. Portions are carried into the dining room as if
for service to a customer but are eaten by employee. Guests may be served
and the money collected by the waitress but not recorded and turned in as sales.
Errors by service personnel sometimes result in rejections by the customers.
Food is carried into the dining room and later returned to the kitchen, rendering it seldom fit for further use. Hence, a total cost which, in all other
respects, is in line may become excessive unless the above- mentioned possibilities are kept under control.
Then there is the control of cash, itself. It is of little use to maintain food
material cost and other costs at the desired level and to keep an accurate and
complete record of sales unless the sales are converted into cash available to the
business. Diversion of cash receipts by service personnel or cashiers, errors in
change making, nonpayment by customers, are all subject to the usual cash
controls. Prenumbered guest checks to be accounted for in numerical sequence
may be of assistance in making sure that all sales are accounted for. Most
restaurants operate on a cash sales only basis. For others, a strict control over
the collection of charge accounts is necessary. Free meals for public relations
or sales promotion purposes should be included in sales at full value and charged
against sales promotion expense.
Additional Reports to Underlie Control
The daily analysis of food received and of food issues have been described

previously in this article. Use of the daily production record and report has
been indicated. The most important control report is the daily food cost report. Two additional reports are included as Exhibits 6 and 7 to illustrate variations in reporting methods in common use. Sales analysis and portion counts
on all or selected menu items are often made. At month end, a profit and loss
statement in conventional form is usually prepared. It is well to remember
that these reports and the detailed analysis behind them are not the control. The
control is the action taken, based on these reports.
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Advance Summary
of N.A.C.A. Research Study
Accounting for Research and Development Costs
which are essential to conR tinued profitable operation in manyin technology
companies. With research, as with
ESEARCH PROVIDES T HE ADVANCES

other business functions, accurate and reliable cost data can help management
to make more profitable use of funds available. While a fairly extensive literature on the management of industrial research is available, a comprehensive discussion of accounting as a tool for the purpose is lacking. For this reason, the
N.A.C.A. Committee on Research initiated a study of accounting for research
and development costs. This report presents findings in the study. It is based
primarily upon methods developed by 35 leading companies.
Integrating the Accounting Plan with Research Objectives
Company objectives are the starting point in designing an accounting plan
for costs of research and development operations. Companies participating in
the study engage in research for one or more of the following purposes:
I. To maintain the company's present
competitive position and profits by
providing protection against technological obsolescence and by keeping
existing products competitive in quality and price.
2. To improve the company's competitive
position and to increase profits by developing new products which replace

or supplement present products and
by improving present products to the
point where they have greater acceptability in the market than competitive products.
3. To explore possibilities for expansion
into related or unrelated new fields
which offer opportunity for substantial
profits.

Management controls the total amount to be spent for research and development by controlling the amount of funds authorized for the purpose. Research
effort is directed into the desired channels by controlling the application of
funds to projects of different types. The research and development budget is
the principal financial planning tool used for this purpose. While the budgeting and accounting techniques utilized are generally familiar to accountants, the
study shows that these techniques are applied to research with a somewhat different emphasis.
In accounting for research expense, classifications are established to accumulate costs of the research function in total and also in detail by responsibilities, by nature of expense, and by projects. Such figures, in comparison with
M A Y , 1955
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the budget, assist management in keeping periodic research expenditures within
limits authorized, in total and for individual purposes and projects. The report
describes cost reports used by several companies to aid management in controlling the use of research funds.

Budgetary Control of Research and Development Costs
Periodic budgeting of research and development costs usually begins with
number and kinds of people because personnel is the key factor in a research
program and salaries and wages usually constitute the major item of cost. The
other operating costs are often budgeted in relation to anticipated man - hours.
Budgets are built up by responsibilities established in the company organization
and expenses controlled within each responsibility are classified by nature of
expense to facilitate exercise of control at the source. Once established, research costs tend to persist from period to period because stability and continuity are essential to effective research. However, the program needs to be
reviewed frequently in order to keep it in accord with company objectives and to
meet changing conditions.
In general, the current phase of managerial control is more concerned with
effective utilization of research organization and facilities provided by periodic
costs than it is with controlling the current rate of spending. The reason for
this is that methods for measuring the efficiency with which research operations
are performed have not been developed. Reliance must be placed upon the
judgment of research personnel for effective use of cost factors because a high
degree of specialized training, experience, and skill are required for such decisions.
While research costs do not measure performance, they do measure effort
expended. Budgetary control thus helps direct effort into the channels and
projects desired and to require new decisions before changes in previously
authorized plans for spending research funds are made.

Matching Research and Development Expense with Sales Income
The research function in profit- making companies often encompasses a broad
range of activities. At one extreme is fundamental research to acquire knowledge which may further other research objectives. At the other extreme is the
development of known products or processes. Efforts to find new products and
processes fall in between. The further research extends into new and unrelated
fields, the more uncertainty there is regarding the nature of the benefits which
1192
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will result and the time when these benefits will be realized. As a consequence,
difficult problems arise in matching research costs with related income by
periods and by segments of the business such as divisions and product lines.
On the other hand, the outcome of product or process development projects
is usually more predictable and costs of such work can be traced directly to
products which receive the benefits. Such differences in research activities help
to explain the many differences in detailed accounting procedures disclosed
by the study.
In most of the companies participating in the study, research is a continuing operation with annual costs determined principally by the size of the research organization and the scope of the general research program. Where these
circumstances prevail, research and development expense is charged against
the period in which the costs are incurred. Income tax considerations are also
an important influence leading to the practice of treating research and development costs as a current expense.
The alternative, which is to defer research costs and to amortize them over
a series of future periods, is found only under exceptional circumstances
where a well established and continuing research program does not exist. Evidence developed in the study indicates that the accuracy of annual profit figures
ordinarily would not be improved by deferring research and development costs.
Recovery of research and development costs is an important problem in
pricing new products. In preparing costs to guide management in pricing decisions, accumulated research and development costs incurred in bringing a
product to marketable stage are often spread over the expected unit sales during
a chosen period. Additional research costs which will have to be incurred in
the future to maintain the competitive position of the product are sometimes
estimated and added to expenditures already made. With research costs which
cannot readily be traced to specific products, market demand rather than an
accounting formula is likely to be the principal guide in determining how the
costs can be best recovered in pricing a company's products.
The study shows that while accounting data can be useful to aid management in making the best use of research funds, methods for measuring the
overall financial return realized from expenditures for research have shown
little development.
The full text of the report presenting findings in this study will appear as
Section 3 of the June 1955 N.A.C.A. Bulletin.
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Nonrestrictive Control of Engineering Costs
by ROBERT B. DREIZLER
Budget Manager, Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana

conditions, among others, are created by the control procedures
narrated in this article for engineering costs incurred in connection
with company contracts and products. First there is forced scheduling
of engineering time. Second, there is review of every project as the
costs begin to mount. Noted at the start are the special difficulties
which the work of engineers offers to the application of control
Two
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and costs in business
enterprises during the past few years
is causing management to devise cost
controls similar to those for direct material or direct labor. The era of absorbing development or engineering
cost in current production costs has become impracticable for large companies, because smaller companies
merely ride with the tide and produce
existing products without inclusion
of such costs. To take care of this
situation as a competitive matter and,
where possible, to secure repayment
from the customer for experimental
work, our company has tackled the
problem at top management level and
dictated the policy to be followed.
This still does not solve the cost control problem of the accountant. To the
accountant, the mounting expense figures in the engineering division are
alarming because means of control do
PE R SON N E L

not seem to exist.
Many a grey hair has been added to
the head of accountants who try to
1194

budget engineering costs. For, without
fail, at the end of the month, the engineers responsible for budget variations are quick to reply in a manner
which admits of no quibbling, "We
ran into trouble on job X and had to
buy additional components as well as
work overtime to met our deadline."
In many cases this draws the true picture and the best that can be done is
tell management the reasons presented
by the engineering department. In
other cases, these can be excuses used
as a cover-tip for engineering errors
and, unless the person controlling the
engineering expenditures is thoroughly
familiar with the engineering aspects
of the job, he can be easily led into
believing the fault lies not with the
engineer but with the nature of the
job.
Co n t ro l Plan, Sch ed ul ing Work,
Typ es o f Proj ects

Our enginering division is split between government engineering and
civilian engineering. This segregation
extends to development of new prodN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ucts, as well as production assistance
and test equipment design on current
products. To cope with the problems
which have been described, the company has put into effect a control procedure which has had effective results.
Three prerequisites of this system are:
I. Support by top management of the
control function primarily through the
comptroller's department
2. Organization to enable one man to
enforce the procedure within the accounting department, the government
sales department, and the engineering
department
3. An understanding of all parties as to
their responsibilities.

The procedure revolves around a request for expenditure. This document
is similar to that used by many companies for gathering specific job costs.
The work of the engineering department is scheduled for three months in
advance, with monthly revisions when
necessary, that is, all engineering labor
is scheduled for ninety days. At the
end of the first month, if the requirements have changed and the schedule
is veering toward obsolescence, a new
manpower schedule for the next ninety
days is issued. This entails a good detail of planning and work, but it
recognizes each Chief Engineer as the
person responsible for determining
how and where his staff is assigned.
As with factory operations, we have
broken engineering labor down between direct and indirect. Direct labor
is all labor which can be charged directly to a government contract, a commercial contract or a project. This
MAY, 1955

includes the work of engineers, technicians, draftsmen, and model shop
employees. Indirect labor is all other
labor which cannot reasonably be
charged to one of the categories. This
includes engineers in a supervisory
capacity, clerks, secretaries, blue -print
operators, engineers working on estimates, etc. Wherever possible, we
charge labor directly so as to obtain
a more accurate cost and, in turn,
better control.
Within the engineering department,
the various types of work are classified
as government contracts, commercial
contracts, and other projects. Engineering work on government contracts
consists of research and development
contracts and production assistance on
production contracts with the government. Each contract is assigned a job
number which becomes the basis for
control. Engineering work on commercial contracts concerns contracts
with other companies not of a government subcontract nature but more in
the line of producing samples, maintaining electronic equipment, etc. Engineering work on projects relates to
all phases of the civilian operation and
is absorbed as part of company cost.
It includes research and development
as well as pre - production work and
production assistance.
Adjusting Estimates on Receipt of
Contracts or Project Approval

With respect to government and
commercial contracts, when an invita1195

tion to bid is received from the government, or a quotation is asked for
by a civilian customer, the engineering
department, among others, is asked to
submit an estimate of its cost to do the
work. In effect, it prepares a manpower schedule and submits this, along
with its estimated material and burden
costs. If and when the signed contract
or letter of intent is received, the sales
section involved makes allocation of
the funds to the various cost sections.
If the contract, as received, is for the
same amount as the combined estimates (assuming a profit margin), then
the engineering department is authorized to spend up to its estimate. If,
however, the sales section for one
reason or another, has reduced the engineering estimate and the contract, as
received, is based on this revised figure, then it is up to the Director of
Engineering and the Sales Manager to
arrive at an allowable amount for engineering costs. The possible agreements are:
I. A reduction in other elements of cost,
such as material, production, etc.
2. A reduction of the engineering estimate, as presented, through careful
review and analysis or a reduction in
work requirements, if so agreed in the
contract.
3. If neither of the above two considerations can be satisfactorily agreed
upon, then the engineering department is allowed the full amount of
the estimate and the difference between this and the revised estimate is
absorbed by the company as a cost
of operation. This decision, rests with
the Vice President.

It has already been indicated that
projects represent engineering work
1196

more or less directly connected with
various types of nongovernment business. To relate projects to this business, each type of civilian work is assigned a project number. These
projects range from research to production assistance. For example, a
few project titles are:
TV chassis development
TV chassis production assistance
Cabinet design
Finishing development, etc.

Semi - annually, project budgets are
submitted for approval by management. These have manpower schedules
attached which include each present
and /or anticipated engineering employee or reflect any anticipated reductions. They also include material and
overhead estimates. If approved, one
request for expenditure is submitted for
the six months for all projects, with a
breakdown by project. If unapproved,
the engineering department is required
to reduce its budget and to rearrange
the work schedule so as to meet the
budget and yet produce the required
results. This new, approved budget
then becomes the basis for the expenditure request.
Time tickets are processed on a
weekly basis and are posted by a clerk.
The hours are accumulated by contract
and job, and a weekly report is issued
to each person responsible for performance. This report indicates listings of engineering employees charging
the particular contract or project, the
hours involved for each person, and a
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

total of the direct labor cost for the
week on each contract or project. On
the third working day following the
close of the month a preliminary report for the month is issued. This
shows information by contract or
project. It includes direct labor for
the month from the weekly accumulations, overhead applied based on the
estimated rate for the month or the
fixed rate, if so specified in a contract, and the material commitments
as accumulated from purchase orders
and stores requisitions. It shows also
the total for the month, the total cumulative for project to date (for budget
period only) or contract to date, the
approved amount as set forth on the
request for expenditure, and the per
cent expended of the approved amount.
As soon as the monthly costs are available, the final figures are presented in
the same form, along with a covering
letter to management pointing out the
trouble spots and those which require
immediate action.
Checkup of 75 Per Cent and
90 Per Cent of Estimate

A letter is written to a Chief Enginer when expenditures on a contract or
project reach seventy -five per cent of
the approved amount. At this point,
the manpower schedule is checked to
determine if he is still within budget.
If it appears certain that he will over expend, steps are then taken to see if
additional funds can be obtained. If it
is necessary to approve additional
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funds on government contracts, it becomes the responsibility of the sales
department to discuss this with the
contracting officer. If additional funds
are not received in the sale price then,
as in the case of projects, the over expenditure is absorbed as a cost of operation, with consequent reductions in
profit on the job and overall company
profits.
At ninety per cent of total approved
expenditure, the Chief Engineer is
again advised and a copy of the letter
is directed to the responsible individual in government sales (government contracts) or management (civilian projects). A meeting is then
held to determine whether or not the
remainder of available funds will cover
the necessary work to complete the
job. If it is found to be insufficient,
it becomes the responsibility of the
Chief Engineer to submit an estimate
of the additional amount required.
This naturally brings him before management for proper explanations as to
why lie overran the original budget.
At this point, the value of the procedure makes itself felt. No one, Chief
Engineer or otherwise, likes to be
faced with the duty of asking for additional funds to do a job. As a result the costs on the job are carefully
controlled and the engineers are more
cost conscious.
The most important part of this
procedure, and this cannot be emphasized too strongly, is that no money is
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to be spent by the enginering department unless they have prior management approval. It is then the responsibility of the control section of accounting to enforce and police the
policy.
A "Beach Head" for Control

Naturally, in practice there arc
problems and mitigating circumstances
which make this procedure somewhat
difficult to enforce completely but, in

general, it has proven of great value
in controlling engineering costs. It
gives to management a better picture
of where engineering dollars are being
spent and aids materially in planning
for the future, not only cost -wise but
also personnel -wise. The plan has
proven to be practical and will work
in any company which has a need for
engineering cost control and can establish the three prerequisites noted at the
start.

Working Contacts of Cost and Production Control
by ARTHUR E. CARLSON
Assistant Professor of Management, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

The everyday points of contact of cost and production control staff
are reviewed in this article which indicates the separate (but related)
interest of each unit in production records, material specifications for
products and requirements for particular orders, cost estimating for
quotation purposes, problems involved in parts procurement and
manufacture, and vigilance over inventory and production order
quantities.

may be deIscribed as that part of accounting
ND U S T R I A L A C C O U N T I N G

which deals with the determination,
accumulation, allocation, analysis, and
interpretation of the costs of production, distribution, and administration.
Industrial accounting should serve the
following essential purposes:
I. Determination of period profit, including inventory valuation.
2. Budgetary planning.
3. Cost control.
4. Pricing policy.
5. Current application of plans and
policies.
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Production control may be described
as the coordination of the several production centers of a factory into an
integrated system. This article will attempt to show the various ways in
which the areas of industrial accounting and production control are mutually dependent upon each other.
"Documenting" Production for
Needs of Both Functions

Order control probably affords one
of the best examples of this mutual
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

relationship. In intermittent production, a particular setup of machinery
is used for a particular product and
then is altered to make possible the
manufacture of a different product.
This type of production is found in
factories producing a wide variety of
products on a short -run basis. The distinguishing characteristic of such production is the small quantity of product made at any one time. A small lot
of goods being produced at a particular
time is called an order, regardless of
whether manufacture is to customer
order or for finished stock. Because
each lot must be kept separate from
every other lot, production control applied to this type of production is usually referred to as order control.
The accounting department of a factory must cooperate fully with its production control department if order
control is to be effective. To one who
is observing order control in daily
factory operations, the relationship between these two departments may not
be particularly obvious. This results
from the fact that much interdepartmental cooperation takes place in the
development of the control procedures.
Both the production control department and the factory accounting department can be served by the same
control procedures, once they have
been satisfactorily developed. This
may be illustrated by considering reporting needs. A large portion of the
work of the accounting department involves obtaining reports from operatMAY, 1955

ing departments of work that they
have completed. Actual product costs
are recorded after they have been incurred in the plant. The continuous
receipt of cost information from the
several operating departments enables
the accounting department to keep its
cost records up to date and to follow
cost changes as they occur. Similarly,
the production control department is
the continuous recipient of reports covering material movements and the
completion of work. In most companies, the two departments have need
for reasonably similar information and
can be served by copies of the same
reports in many instances.
The report of time taken to complete various production operations is
one of the most important production
control reports from the standpoint of
the accounting department. Under
order control, (job order costing, as it
is called by industrial accountants) the
operator commonly reports only the
total hours worked each day on the
regular time card. The number of
pieces produced on piecework production, as well as the time taken for each
job, is indicated on an individual job
ticket. The job tickets accumulated
at the end of each day become the operator's report of his accomplishments
for that day. To make this ticket meet
the needs of production control, it
may be designed both as the authorization for and as the instructions to complete a particular order. It is thus an
integral part of production planning
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and also essential to job order costing.
If the job ticket is prepared in duplicate, the speed with which the information required both by the production control department and by the accounting department may be transmitted is increased.
The payroll department, too, is
often helped by this medium of information. It is fairly common in industry for the worker's job ticket to serve
as a report of his piece -work earnings
for payroll purposes. In some instances, the worker reports his production both on the job tickets and on his
daily clock card. In this situation, the
cost accounting and production control
departments use the job tickets as
sources of information, while the payroll department gets its information
from the daily time ticket. Sometimes
the cost accounting department may
use the worker's payroll card, en route
to the payroll department, thus eliminating the necessity of sending job
tickets to the accounting department.
It is generally to be preferred, however, that the cost accounting department keep a copy of each report from
which it has posted information,
whether it be the job ticket or the
worker's payroll card.
Similar - process industries like book
publishers use what is known as load
control to regulate their production activities. The variations in types of
products make it necessary to cut the
flow of products into distinct segments,
which must be controlled. The manu1200

facturing differences between the products in one lot and those in another
may be slight but still great enough so
that each group must be kept apart.
Some companies using load control do
not keep job tickets. Instead, the
worker's production is reported on his
daily payroll card. If this is the case,
the cost accounting department will
most likely obtain the information that
it needs from a copy of the payroll
card. The cost accounting department
and the production control department
should cooperate in the development
of a form for these job tickets which
will best serve the needs of both departments.
Effective order control requires that
each order for a lot of a particular
product have an order number. The
cost accounting department needs this
number to aid in the accumulation of
the costs of processing a particular lot.
The production control department
needs this number to identify all
papers and reports related to the production of the lot of goods in question. Either the cost accounting department or the production control department needs to determine and
assign job or order identification numbers. Both departments may work with
the materials control and /or engineering departments in developing and assigning product code numbers.
Bills of M aterial in Relation to
Stock Control and Use

The cost accounting department may
have still other operational contacts
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

with the production control depart- the top and quantities of the parts
ment if materials receiving and raw needed for the order in columnar listmaterials control are under the juris- ing opposite their descriptions. A
diction of the latter. Copies of re- master bill of materials usually conceiving reports must be routed both to tains a column in which is shown the
the purchasing department and to the quantity of each part necessary to make
cost accounting department when mate- one of the finished products in quesrials are received. If the records of in- tion. On an order bill of materials, an
vestment in inventory kept by the cost additional column is usually filled in
accounting department are to be au- with the quantity of each part necesthentic, stockroom records and mate- sary to make the volume of finished
rials issued must be carefully super- product required by a particular order.
vised. Stores ledger clerks usually keep Other columns may be provided on an
a record of the unit costs of raw ma- order bill of materials to indicate the
terials on stores ledger cards and have availability of parts or whether their
the responsibility of posting unit acquisition is to be by purchase or
prices to all requisitions for the issue manufacture. Enough copies of order
of materials. If the production con- bills of materials should be prepared
trol unit supervises any or all of these by the production control department,
matters, it must of necessity work so that the various departments having
need of them may be supplied.
closely with cost accounting.
Utilization of order bills of maProduction control departments in
companies making assembled products terials by the cost accounting departnormally prepare master bills of ma- ment saves time, since such bills elimiterials. These master bills are perma- nate the necessity of preparing a sepnent records of the kinds and quanti- arate materials requisition for each
ties of parts needed for such products. item. All of the materials listed on an
Master bills of materials are not orders order bill of materials will either be
to produce. Such bills of materials are sent to the factory when the order goes
merely master forms which provide into production or issued from stores
blank spaces for entering information as they are needed. However, the bill
having relation to specific orders. With of materials is a rather slow means of
the aid of a master bill of materials, accomplishing posting. For this reathe production control department son, recent punch card methods have
usually will prepare an order bill of stepped up the posting procedure.
materials for each specific order. An After the storekeeper has issued the
order bill of materials is a copy of the materials requested on the bill of maappropriate master bill, containing terials, a punched card can be procspecific data pertaining to the order at essed by the production control departM A Y , 1955
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ment and by the stores ledger and cost
sections of the accounting department
at almost the same time that the materials are being utilized in the factory.
Care and Cooperation in Cost
Estimating

The production control department
needs information from the cost accounting department for the preparation of cost estimates. Most companies
engage to a considerable degree in
cost estimating, regardless of the competitive situation. Job -lot shops, which
manufacture to customers' orders,
must submit price bids to prospective
customers. Cost estimates are necessary prerequisites for the setting of
prices. Companies manufacturing to
stock often find accurate estimates of
future costs more important than companies producing to customer orders.
Quality standards and product designs
are set in accordance with anticipated
selling prices, which will exceed anticipated costs if the expected volume is
attained. Serious losses may result, in
spite of satisfactory sales, if productions costs exceed what is expected.
Accurate estimates are essential to the
continuing success of any industrial
concern.
Cost estimating is, in reality, a very
specialized type of forecasting. For
this reason, it cannot ever be entirely
accurate. One might go so far as to
conclude that it is impossible to make
even reasonably accurate cost estimates.
Some overhead costs exist whether any
1202

orders are obtained or not and direct
costs may vary considerably from expectations. However, although estimates rarely are completely accurate,
many competitive situations require
reasonably accurate estimates if there
is to be successful bidding for business on a close margin.
Careful cost estimating requires the
predetermination of such matters as
operation times, operation lists, parts
lists, job accessories, and prospective
scrap losses. These matters must be
determined ahead of time as accurately
as possible for every order for production purposes. The need to arrive at a
potential cost is one aspect of estimating which differs from most production planning. Essentially, this phase
of estimating is cost analysis prior to
production. For purposes of making a
cost estimate, it is necessary to ascertain what operations are to be performed and what materials are to be
used. The final result of such an estimate is the anticipated cost upon which
the bid price may be based.
A cost estimator needs to solicit information both from the cost accounting department and from the production control department. He must have
a thorough acquaintance with company
products and processes, work that company -owned equipment will do, alternative production methods, costs of
all company operations, and unit cost,
volume, and profit inter - relationships.
Also, a cost estimator must know
something of the load of work ahead
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

of the plant. Certain machines may be order or two, if there is hope of reover loaded, while other, less - efficient peat: business.
Because estimating often requires an
machines may be short of work. One
alternative process may be more eco- understanding and knowledge of both
nomical for one volume of production, costs and processes, this function is
while another may be more economical frequently assigned to a special estifor another volume. Costly, elaborate mating department. This special desetups may produce low unit costs on partment may be a part of the regular
sizable orders but not on small orders. engineering department or a part of a
An estimator is often called upon to special sales engineering department in
make a cost estimate without a de- the case of large special products. If
tailed knowledge of the product to be the estimate is for a relatively small
made. A prospective customer may product, the estimator usually works
submit nothing more than a sketch hand -in -hand with the cost accounting
giving a general idea of how the prod- department. If there is any question
uct is to function, with the functioning as to the ability of the proposed operof individual parts not shown because ators or the cost of doing the proposed
they have not yet been planned. The work, the estimator may discuss the
estimator finds it necessary to decide proposed routing with factory foremen.
the manner in which the fabrication If the industry is strongly competitive,
will have to take place. He will also it may be necessary to estimate on five,
have to decide how individual parts ten, or more jobs in order to obtain
can be made. If drawings are pre- one order. This may require less care
pared for the product and its parts, the in estimating in order to reduce esticost of the estimate probably will be mating cost. Under these circumprohibitive. Thus, visualization of the stances, it may become necessary to use
finished product from nothing more rough approximations of cost related
than a sketch is required. Further in to product size or weight, in place of
this direction, estimates on new prod- more detailed approaches.
If it appears that there will have to
ucts cannot be as accurate as estimates
on products presently in use. Still, it be bargaining on a price basis to obis dangerous to estimate high in an tain orders, detailed estimates should
effort to make sure of covering costs. be made for bidding purposes. The
If the contract goes to a competitor, estimate may be reviewed and trimmed
all future orders for the product in if the first bid price is rejected. A dequestion may be lost. Therefore, prices tailed estimate makes possible a better
which are as reasonable as possible appraisal of the possibilities of cutting
would be quoted on new business, costs. Moverover, if an order is reeven at the risk of loss on the first ceived as the result of a careful estiMAY, 1955
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mate, it is worth every cent of its cost.
Operation lists and parts lists prepared
for estimating purposes can serve later
as order processing instructions. Such
lists which have been made up completely for bidding purposes can be
used, as is, for production planning.
Thus processes anticipated during bidding can be followed and the necessity of new routing avoided. Careful
estimating facilitates the comparison of
actual costs with estimated costs. The
investigation of substantial variations
between estimated and actual costs on
the part of the cost accounting department should help to make future estimates more reliable. Both cost accounting and production control units
can profit from reliable cost estimates.
When manufacture is to stock, the estimator may be confronted with the
problem of determining how a particular product can be manufactured
within the limits of a predetermined
cost figure. To solve this problem, the
estimator usually starts with a selling
price and works back to the allowable
cost. He next has to decide whether
it is possible to stay within the cost
limit which has been set and still complete the proposed product by the
usual processes. If this does not appear feasible, process changes and design changes must be considered. Such
changes may develop a product of
lower quality, which will not sell at
the established price. This sort of estimating moves into the realm of market
forecasting and product design.
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Parfs Purchase or Production Decisions

Make or buy decisions with reference to finished parts are of concert
both to the industrial accountant and
the production control man. Production planning requires decisions as to
the quantities of parts needed for particular orders and how many parti
should be made or bought. Quantities
of parts to be made or bought are affected by both cost and price considerations. Although only a small quantity of any particular item may b-:
needed immediately, economical manufacture of many items requires thei production in sizable quantities. I:
may be economical to produce more
pieces than are needed on a particula order for any one product, where it i:c
evident that the part in question will
be needed on future orders for other
products. Also, the best utilization of
processing equipment may require the
production of some parts in standarc.
lots or batches. The unit price on
large quantity of purchased parts may
be so much lower than on small or
broken lots that it will pay to purchase
parts in quantities which substantially
exceed the requirements of a single
order.
It is possible to carry in stock the
necessary parts for standard assembled
products. The quantities carried can
be related to regular use. Stocks of
such parts can be replenished in infrequent large quantities or in frequent
small quantities, depending upon the
inventory control system of the comN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

pany or the relative economies of the
two practices. The quantity of special
parts to be made for a nonstandard
assembled product should include a
safe allowance for scrap. Common
parts not regularly stocked must be
made in at least the quantity required
for a particular order, minus the existing stock of the part in question.
If orders for other products utilizing
this part are anticipated, the quantity
to manufacture should be increased,
even though such orders are not in
immediate prospect.
Manufacturers of complex machines
are not likely to maintain stocks of
parts for standard products. Most
products of such manufacturers are
assembled in lots during fixed periods
of time. Several months may pass between lots, during which the product
is not on the production schedule.
These manufacturers compute the parts
requirements for each order, just as in
the case of nonstandard products.
Needs for parts are checked against
existing stocks, and "materials short"
lists are prepared, showing the items
and quantities needed. These lists are
the bases for manufacturing orders or
purchase requisitions.
Decisions concerning the quantity of
standard parts to be made at any one
time can be virtually independent of
orders for assembly in the immediate
future. Although the stock clerk is the
one who keeps the accounting records
of materials used, he is not usually
given much discretion in the matter of
M A Y , 1955

ordering more stock parts. Replacement orders are commonly initiated
more or less automatically, by determining and recording a re -order point
on every stock card. The re -order
point is the point of time at which a
quantity of stock is available equal to
the quantity which should still be on
hand when the new supply arrives,
plus the expected demands for the
item during the period required to obtain the new supply.
Inventory Control: Time, Dollar and
Lot -Size Limitations

Minimum- maximum inventory controls imply the use of limits on the
amount of each stock item to be carried. This internal control procedure
should be carried on by stock clerks in
a fairly automatic fashion. The stock
of a particular item should be replenished when it approaches the minimum. Also, the re -order quantity
should be controlled so that the stock
of this item will not exceed the maximum. The re -order point is typically
used to control stock minimums. Maximum stocks are controlled largely by
means of re -order quantities. The
quantity of a particular stock item to be
re- ordered at any one time may be
based on one or more of the following
three factors:
I. Time limitations
2. Dollar limitations
3. Economic lot sizes

Time limitations are the controls
most commonly employed in the deter1205

mination of re -order quantities. Time limits, it has the disadvantage that relimits can be used effectively either order quantities of some items may be
alone or in conjunction with dollar determined partly by quantities cf
limitations. For example, if a three - other, overstocked items which are
months' supply of a particular inven- taking up more than their share of the
tory item is believed to be adequate total allowed investment. The resui t
and $10,000 worth of the item is may well be frequent small re- orders
utilized monthly, then a three -month of fast - moving items on an uneconorrlimit is a $30,000 limit. Dollar limi- ical basis.
tations are usually assigned by classes
Re -order quantities of stock items
of material, rather than by individual may be determined by the computamaterial accounts. Such limits are tion of economic lot sizes. An ecogeared to general company policy and nomic lot is the quantity of any iteri
reflect, insofar as possible, such mat- which should be manufactured at an,
ters as current price conditions, cur- one time in order to realize the lowest
rent supply conditions, and prospects possible unit cost of manufacture. T h :
for future business. As these factors economic lot formula is applicable to
change, new dollar limits usually are the determination of re -order quantities of any items for which there is
set.
When dollar inventory limitations continuing demand and which are reguare imposed, actual inventory control larly carried in stock. It is not eas i
is in the hands of the stock clerk's su- to determine the most economical quanpervisor, who gives authority for the tity to run. Long runs, which spread
material requests of the stock clerk. setup costs over more units, are likel'i
Re -order quantities of all stock items to be economical when setup costs an!
needing replenishment in a particular high. Short runs may be more ecoclass of goods may be pared down nomical when inventory carrying
when the investment in this class is charges are high, because it is their
close to the permitted limit. Although desirable to keep inventories low. F.
this method may be effective in hold- simplified version of the economic to
ing inventories within the prescribed size formula is as follows:
Economic lot - 2 x quantity of pieces per year x total setup cost
cost per piece x interest rate on completed lot cost

In this formula, the cost per piece
includes direct material, direct labor,
and manufacturing expense. The interest rate is a blanket percentage
which covers all inventory carrying
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charges. This percentage usually
varies from 15 to 25 per cent. How•
ever, the computation of economic lo:
sizes is rather rare in industrial con•
terns today. The cost of computation
N.A.r.A. BULLETIhr

of economic lots has probably been the
greatest single factor contributing to
the decline in their use. What is more,
because of the great difficulty of forecasting future product demand and
possible product obsolescence, only approximate reliability can be attached to
such a computed result. Changes in
demand, cost, and other factors give
economic lots only transitory validity.
Actual lot size determination is influenced to a large extent at the present time by general operational policies. In an effort to level out production, quantities larger than the economic lot may be made during temporary slack periods. Trends in present prices and projected trends in
future prices influence managerial
thinking about these matters. Regardless of economic lot sizes, the financial position of the company often
serves to limit inventory investment.
Management may not fully appreciate
the costliness of uneconomic lots or be
aware of the fact that its own production is being carried on in uneconomic
lots. One of these elements of costliness is that machine operators must
be put on other work while machines
are being set up, if setting up is done
by a special crew of set -up men. The
operator may thus either find himself
idle or employed in lower grade work
because work of an equivalent nature
is not available. Also, extra costs in
getting jigs, fixtures, or patterns from
storage and returning them result from
short runs. Rarely are set -up costs
M A Y , 1955

charged to related orders and, in some
cases, such costs are charged to a
manufacturing expense account. The
practice of charging machine set -up
time and handling time to manufacturing expense accounts reduces the
reported unit costs of production resulting from short runs and tends to
keep management uninformed as to
the costliness of uneconomic lots.
A f e w O u t o f M a n y C o n t a ct s

Several areas in which there is mutuality of interest and effort on the part
of industrial accountants and production control men have been presented
and discussed in this article. job
tickets and payroll cards have been examined in conjunction with order con tral. The use of master and order bills
of materials has been developed, also
in conjunction with order control. The
preparation and utilization of cost estimates has been considered in some
detail. Quantities of standard and
nonstandard parts to be made or
bought have been explored. Re -order
points, re -order quantities, and minimum- maximum inventory controls have
been discussed. Time limitations and
economic lot sizes have been considered in connection with re -order quantities of materials.
The examples of mutual interdependence between industrial accountants and production control men presented in this article are merely representative of a much larger number
of such situations. Whenever these
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two members of the industrial family
share common problems and can develop techniques to arrive at coopera-

tive solutions to such problems, mod,
ern industrial development will be
appreciably advanced.

Problems of Capital Expenditure Budgeting
by CLARK I. FELLERS
Assistant Superintendent of Plant Engineering and Maintenance, Navy Ordnance Division, Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, New York

In the present paper, an engineering official of a large company goes
over the considerations which he feels are significant in the budgeting
of expenditures for plant equipment and other capital items, and reports on practice as he see it. The considerations described are not
necessarily applicable to the company division with which he is now
associated. He notes that equipment leasing is sometimes an alternative to capital investment and comments briefly on its serviceability
of formulae for evaluating the desirability of capital projects.

B

UDGETING FOR CAPIT AL IM PROV E -

is a problem universally
confronting industry. In any manufacturing concern, from the smallest to
the largest, there are many more capital improvement programs promulgated by individuals, departments, divisions, and subsidiaries than there are
funds to achieve these projects. This
is a healthy indicator and should be so.
When this ceases to exist, top management must be concerned, since a
serious stagnation has set in or else
foresight, imagination, and progress
are being stifled at some level of manMENT

agement.
Budgeting for capital improvement,
then, must be the result of the combined efforts of many levels of management and people of varied technical and professional backgrounds. Be1208

cause of this wide range of interests
and experience, the budgeting of capital expenditures is a complex if not a
frustrating problem. With the recent
emphasis on automation or the approach to the "push- button" factory,
the problem is becoming even more
complicated by the rapid recovery requirements of special equipment. This
is all the more true because the special
equipment is usually classed as durable and is faced with a longer than
desirable depreciation period, resulting
in disproportionate profitability requirements during its early life. This
is, of course, a special problem which
must be judged as the particular case
arises, but it represents a new and
sizeable problem in capital equipment
budgeting.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Practice in Approval of
Expenditure Proposals

Normally a company, in justifying a
position on a particular project, has
rule -of -thumb yardsticks which will
sort out the less desirable projects
before they come to the attention of
budget or financial management. These
rules vary with the type and sizes
of company, with the economic atmosphere, with the company's financial
condition and its future. Such a rule of- thumb measure might be that, unless projects have a potential annual
savings of over a stated amount, no
consideration will be given any project which will not return its cost in
a specified number of years. This requirement is, of course, waived where
other factors than savings force consideration.
In a world group of oil companies,
the capital outlay budget is taken up
and disposed of each year before any
of the other budgets are considered.
Where the sales volume is more questionable than in this type of operation,
the capital outlay budget must take
its proper position but necessarily
must be considered early, even if later
revised after other budgets are reviewed.
In preparing a request for funds, a
complete survey should be made as
extensively as the project warrants.
Naturally, a twenty -page report will
not go to management on a bench
drill press procurement nor should a
single -line request be made for a
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$150,000 automatic plating machine.
Chances are that items in the first category above are placed in a budget on
a lump -sum basis in a specified ratio
to all capital equipment or on some
ratio of annual depreciation. Operating management then must approve
each request as made, up to the limits
of the approved funds.
On special requests a complete technical and cost story must be presented,
including a fu ll consideration of the
alternative such as:
'. Purchase of parts or assemblies.
2. Contract manufacture.
3. Less or more expensive equipment.
4. Overhaul or rebuilding present equipment.
5. Use of alternate equipment.

Complete details may or may not
accompany the first request for authorization since considerable expense,
engineering and accounting may be
entailed in arriving at a final plan.
In cases of this sort, this first request
is either returned rejected, shelved to
a future date, or returned for additional and final details.
Capital expenditures, regardless of
size, must be authorized at specified
levels of management or if in excess
of a certain amount, established by
company policy on the authority of the
Board of Directors. Naturally, the
limits of authorization vary with the
sire and type of organization. Some
companies have only two approval authorities, one for amounts under a certain figure and a second for larger
1209

amounts. In a larger company, typical
limitations might be:
$ .00 to $ 1000 Plant manager
$ 1001 to $ 2500 Vice - president production
$ 2501 to $ 5000 President
$ 5001 to $15000 Executive committee
$15001 over
Board of directors

Many times a schedule of capital
expenditures may be approved by the
board of directors, with a manager or
officer having authority within the
above limits to approve individual expenditures and purchase orders. Another yardstick used by some companies is the amount of depreciation
written off during the year. Total requests for less than this amount are
considered with more favor than a
higher figure. This is, in effect, an
attempt to tie capital expenditures to
the present capital equipment total.
Expansion of capital equipment will
result in a higher annual depreciation,
while a replacement will result in little
or no change. This effect will be
studied in a good presentation of a
project or request for authority and,
in that manner, can receive its due
consideration.
In the case of manufacturers of a
style line, it is essential that, if the
equipment is special, it should pay for
itself in a relatively short time, usually
within the style period. If the equipment can be converted or provides essential capacity not otherwise obtainable to produce the part, the payoff
period may be altered from the above.
In other words, if a staking press is
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needed in a production line during the
assembly of a part, it must be procured regardless of its economy or lack
of economy.
Normal Sequence of Capital
Outlay Budgeting

In preparing a capital expenditure
budget, it has been suggested that the
sequence be recognized as follows:
'. Project approval.
2. Estimate approval.

3. Authorization of project.
4. Follow up.

A general approval for investigation of the projects, particularly the
more sizable of them, should be obtained in advance since such investigations are likely to require substantial
expenditures of effort, time and money.
Even the simplest of projects require
certain expenditures of time or effort
to prepare a careful enough story to
form an estimate. The mere discussions with prospective vendors of machines, including accessory information,
speeds and feeds, versatility, etc. can
consume considerable time. Management must guard this outlay with the
requirement that there be at least a
general approval to investigate. The
capital equipment field is so active
and its sales forces so willing to tell
their story that management of engineering departments must continually
ward off the tendency of their personnel to waste time in details of new
equipment.
The estimate preparation follows the
general investigation. This is the deN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

tail work which includes all the reasons for the project, all the financial
gains or losses involved, and the capital outlay. For top management consideration a cover page such as illustrated in Exhibit 1 is often used,
backed up by as much documentation
as is deemed necessary. Naturally these
requests go through several levels of
management if the company is of considerable size and, in doing so, are
continually weeded out before they
become a budget request at budget
director or executive committee level.
In estimating the cost of a project,
it is imperative that the total cost
to the company be detailed. In other
words, preparatory work, rearrangement to accomplish, other tooling
changes, etc. should be shown as a
cost of the overall project, even if
they are not directly a part of the capital expenditure. How these are shown
or how they are broken down will depend upon the accounting practices of
the company. There are seemingly
numberless examples of these contingency costs of projects and some become considerably involved. A recent
one in the writer's experience involved
an automatic press to magazine particular parts. This meant a considerable expenditure in special magazines, it meant special storage problems
in that inventory between press work
and assembly would have to be drastically reduced or there would have
been a considerable extra investment
tied up in magazines alone. It meant
MAY, 1955

that all the subsequent tooling would
have to be changed to receive the special magazine at considerable expense.
It meant that shut -down of a single
machine might throw an entire assembly line out of work, due to the
close timing. The project was abandoned after preliminary trial on experimental basis, due to the critical
shutdown problem, even though a
slight saving could be realized. There
were favorable considerations, such as
the dehumidifying of storage, the expected improved yield (possibility of
slightly better quality), and reduced
waste. Although this project was
dropped while still in engineering and
tool design, a better plan is now being
promulgated under which, by smaller
and less automatic machines in multiple— placed at the point of use —most
of the advantages of the first system
can be gained, with none of the disadvantages. This still has not gone beyond an experimental approval but
probably will and can be supported
against all economic and practicability
questions.
The authorization of a project involves the determination of the ways
and means to finance the project. If
the estimates have been shelved for a
period of time they should be brought
up to date prior to the authorization.
There is a special hazard in the authorization phase. In industry many individuals and many departments use
a technique best described as infiltration. It usually starts with a minor
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EXHIBIT 1

request to transfer a piece of equipment, possibly one made surplus by
some other capital improvement, to
a particular department. Claims are
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made that condition means little and
that accessories are unimportant.
Usually it is claimed that it is for tear down or some other relatively innoN.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

cent venture. With the machine in
hand and moved as an expense item,
the department then proceeds to offer
to make a part which has previously
been purchased or to make it differently, so that it uses the machine in
question. The next cry is to management that the work cannot be accomplished on the old "junk" the department has. This procedure takes many
forms and sometimes involves many
machines or pieces of equipment. Protection against this method of departmental empire building usually must
be carried on by discussion at lower
management level and often the plant
engineer must try to ward it off or
recognize the early symptoms.
Follow -up of a capital project
should serve a double purpose. It
should keep management informed of
the progress of the work and of the
conformity of actual execution with
the budget. Also, the ultimate gain
or results should be reported and
analyzed. This reporting includes the
progress and the final results accomplished. This has two side effects and
advantages. First, it forces the requester to be concerned with the accuracy of his original statements and
calculations. Secondly, if well done,
it has the effect of gaining the confidence of the approving authority.
Again, the degree and extent of this
reporting should be tempered by the
size of the project.
MAY, 1955

Is Equipment Leasing an 'but"
In Doubtful Cases?

The tendency of industry toward
automation will raise questions introducing new complexities which must
be answered by budget and engineering personnel. This term is relatively
new but it is essentially nothing more
than the technology of the 1930s or
the automatic factory of the 1940s.
It is dressed up in a new name and is
using some of the electronic systems,
servo- systems, computor and memory
systems expanded during World War
H. It has put some of the facets of
thinking, checking, and decision into
the hands of a machine. It does not
change the basic formulae for justifying capital expenditure but it will
stimulate and enlarge the problems
confronting budget as well as other
levels of management.
It has long been the practice of some
companies to lease to others, small,
highly complicated equipment which
they feel only their highly trained
technicians can adequately maintain or
in respect of which patent protection
allows them to charge monthly or annual rates to their financial advantage.
Since World War II machine tool
companies, materials handling companies and others have gone into the
business of leasing of standard equipment to others. This system has many
potential advantages to the user, some
of which are:
I. No requirement for large capital outlay where such an outlay might reduce operating funds.
1213

2. Company able to "afford" a piece of
equipment capable of higher capacity,
greater savings or better work than
if a management decision were necessary based on long or short -term
amortization of purchased equipment.
3. Improved chances of keeping plant
modern.
4. Reduced down -time and maintenance
costs by keeping modern.
5. Ability to take drastic economic reverses by reducing plant capacity
through dropping of lease.
6. Probable tax advantages in that the
rental fee is expense and thus is
chargeable during its productive life.
(Of less importance in view of the
1954 tax law changes in depreciation
options.)

There are many facets to the lease
problem and, as time goes on, it may
become a more important consideration in reviewing capital expenditure
budgets and in the preparation of requests for funds. There are several
plans and types of lease agreements
which should be fully studied if leasing is to be considered. In actual computation of the expected savings from
this source, it may be necessary to calculate in two ways, insofar as depreciation is concerned, because it is
common for companies to depreciate
equipment on one base for costing
purposes and on another for taxes.
Accounting Problems of Capital
Expenditure Control

It is generally regarded as a fallacy
to consider the current repair items
as a part of the plant and equipment
budget. The method is used but creates
1214

a problem when taxes are considered,
since the tendency is to so mix the
capital expenditures and current expense expenditures that division of
them is subject to speculation, confusion and suspicion. This does not
mean that larger repairs or rehabilitation or rebuilding projects should
necessarily be considered as normal
overhead. Each must be reviewed in
light of its particular magnitude and
handled much in the same manner as
the capital expenditure budget. For
that matter, items which enhance .)r
increase the capital value of the plait
account should be handled in exactly
the same manner as other capital expenditures. These major repairs shou.d
be grouped and handled separately
from either capital equipment budget
or regular manufacturing expense.
It is normal practice and acceptab..e
practice to include in the capital colt
of a project such costs as freight, engineering, installation, and sometimcs
trial runs. It is, therefore, important
in preparing a budget for present.. tion that these items receive their due
consideration. Another important cor.sideration in estimating or budgeting
for capital expenditures is that of overhead when part or all of the labcr
to be expended is considered direct
labor. This labor, which normally is
operating as expense labor, becomes
direct for these projects and must them
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

assume its proportion of overhead. The
practice varies from company to company, from an extreme of covering
employees benefits including social
security, unemployment benefits, retirement insurance, compensation insurance, etc. only to a rate equivalent
to the plant overhead rate or the particular burden center rate. Company
policy and the Bureau of Internal
Revenue may dictate the amount but
in any case it must be included. Contract labor or purchased labor will
normally carry no burden.
A capital project in a manufacturing
concern, when approved, will be given
a project or job number. If it is important that the costs of various phases
be kept separate, a block of job numbers may be reserved or, if suffix letters or numbers are used, the whole
may be kept under one general job.
The form of the job will vary with
the accounting system, the complexity
of the project, the percentage to be
subcontracted, etc. However, regardless of the particular accounting procedure a couple of rules are general.
In the first place, evidence of overrun
on jobs must be detailed and authorization of change be processed immediately. Change notices are usually processed when it is evident that one phase
of an overall project is running over,
even though gains in other phases are
likely. Decreases, of course, should
MAY, 1955

also be processed. So that top management will not be plagued with
changes, lower management usually
has job change authority within some
percentage limit of the overall job.
In other words, a five per cent over or underrun is permissible in some
companies. In others, a contingency
amount is set up and the total cannot be exceeded without a special request for funds. Some plants re -estimate when eighty per cent or ninety
per cent of the original estimate is expended or obligated. The procedure
varies between companies and even
from one division to another within a
large company. In the second place,
unexpended balances remaining at the
close of a project usually cannot be
expended on another project by transfer or otherwise. To permit such a
practice would serve to defeat the purpose of the procedure, which is to control! each individual job in relation to
the amount authorized or budgeted.
New Tools for Evaluations

Some new management tools have
been introduced in the past few years
for mathematical solutions to problems, some of which could be applied
to capital expenditure budgeting. One
designed specifically for machine tool
replacement is the so called M.A.P.I.
(Machinery and Allied Products Institute) formula. The M.A.P.I. form1213

ula was designed under the auspices but seldom logical. Because engineers
of the manufacturers of equipment and are notoriously poor salesmen, they reincludes the fundamentals of a sound spond to this dictate of managemenr,
approach. It has the one outstanding even though they may realize it means
advantage of being a tried and proven lower fixed costs but higher operatin;;
method of calculation in which top costs. Many times the operating management is forced into accepting less
management can place some credence,
than the most economic system beeven though the results may need to
cause, either the personnel involved
be adjusted to the firm's own situacannot or will not try to prove the
tion. This gives management a guidebetter way. It is a general feeling tha:
post, whereas reports and calculations the fear of having the project throwrl
not built around a proven method will
out completely makes lower manage.
show the bias of individuals or groups.
ment overcautious and willing to ac
Another formula maintains that there
cept "half a loaf."
are essentially three stages to a capiOperations research offers hope foi
tal improvement program, the initial
better means of analysis and synthesis.
stage, intermediate stage and mature
It is the name given to a mathematistage. The dividing lines between the
cal attack on problems of industrial
stages are not clear -cut but the imengineering and business administraportant point made by this approach
tion. It does not replace the execuis that management understand what
tive or relieve him of decision -makis happening as a program develops.
ing but merely gives him better inforIn this way, management can evaluate
mation on which to base his decision.
the value of the rate of the program
This technique or conglomeration of
and determine the advisability of either
techniques really has only scratched the
speeding it up or slowing it down.
surface in the equipment expansion
Other typical tools are operations re- and replacement field. Linear prosearch and linear programming. These gramming is, however, already being
try to provide demonstrability to in- used more for economical equipment
tangible situations. It is common oc- loading and, as such, has effect on the
currence for top management to return equipment programs of some coma request for capital expenditure, ap- panies in that by proper scheduling
proving it in general but requesting of production added capacity may be
that the estimated cost be reviewed. obtained with present equipment.
This means, in plainer language, to
The approaches briefly mentioned
cut the cost. Usually this is possible above do not exhaust the methods of
12 16
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determining or justifying capital expenditures budgets but will serve to
point out some of the more scientific
procedures available. We must necessarily admit that techniques which can
best be grouped under a heading of
"by guess and by golly" still dominate
the capital budget programs of many
companies. These programs once could
best be described as necessary evils of
minor significance. However, the increased labor cost of the past decade
has pushed American industry into an
extremely bold capital expansion program, thus forcing the capital expenditure budget into the foreground.
It is an economic fact that only if productivity can be increased can the
standard of living be increased. This
increased productivity in America has
been made possible by greater and
greater technological advances. We
find an increasing proportion of capital expenditures going into modernization. It is also significant that the
increased pressure for expanding capital expenditures has resulted in more
and better planning. It is obvious that
it is becoming more and more important to recognize and plan for capital expenditures and that these plans
must be more and more foresighted.
A Good Place for Committee
Management

Good capital expenditure budgeting
requires foresight, technical skill, a
sense of values, an economic awareness
and good sound management. Whether
MAY, 1935

handled before, with or after the
other budgets, it dictates the need for
the growing trend of committee management more clearly than in any other
budget.
The capital expenditure budget is
usually not a single series of interrelated items like other budgets but
rather groups of unrelated items common only in the fact that they will
enhance the plant account. Although
research has not developed any generally accepted breakdown of this type
of budget, it should be classified under
at least the following general headings: new plant acquisitions, new construction, capital improvements on
buildings and grounds, new equipment, and capital improvements on
equipment. Each of these may be
broken down in many subgroups. This
budget, along with such isolated budgets as the research budget, has one
other distinction. It must necessarily
be more farsighted than anything except forecast sales, since major projects may require three to five years, or
more to complete.
As indicated, management has been
given many tools to guide the rule -ofthumb authorizations most popular
even at this date. Management can
well be influenced in its decisions by
some of these more or less scientific
methods but it must never lean on
them to the extent that it feels management judgment can be replaced by
the slide rule.
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PRACTICE OF PENNY ELIMINATION
STILL GROWING

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bullelirt:
WE ARE IN THE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION business and about a year ago embarked upon the venture of eliminating
pennies, or the two decimals following
whole dollar amou nts in our a ccou nts. The
practice has been spreading gradually in
industry as a whole, encoura ged by various
approvals. In 1953 the United Sta tes Post
Office announced that it wa s adopting this
method in many of its operations and expected , to effect great savings. Recently I
learned that the Post Office Department has
made considerable progress along this line
and is actually engaged in completing the
program. Also, as they proceed, they are
finding more places than originally anticipated to eliminate pennies. Their program
has progressed to the point where they have
installed adding machines and other calculating devices minus the two decimals following the whole dolla r keys. It ha s been
said that there has been a good saving in
the origina l cost of this equ ipment beca use
these keys and resulting mechanism have
been eliminated in manufacturing the equip-

most businessmen are exceedingly cost -ccnscious.
Our basic procedure follows closely d at
set forth in the article entitled "T he PritCtice of Penny Elimination" written for the
April, 1950 issue of the N.A.C.A. Bulle,iu
by L. F. Adams, Auditor, Dravo Corpo.-ation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. As its name
implies, this method involves the roundi Ig
off to the nearest dollar of amounts enter_d
in cost, accounting, and financial records aild
statements. The significance of the records
and statements so prepared is not appreciably affected and the resulting clerical
savings may be considerable. For years, o rr
estimating department has carried its exte tsions only to the dollar. W e have foutid
that this method contributes toward the
saving of valuable estimators' and reviewers' time, as well as the earlier completion
of the bids.
Realizing that welcome results would fc flow the u se of the penny elimina tion practice in other departments as well, we
turned our attention to our cost keepir g
and stock room records. Gradually we introduced its use in the accounting and insurance departments so that, at the prese.it

ment.

time, this method is used in the prepara-

In Ja nuary of 1954 the Bu rea u of Internal Revenue announced it wou ld recognize
income tax returns prepared from "penny
elimination" records, provided a report was

tion of

made of the difference involved, in a n "ex-

the following intra- company r °-

ports: budget, balance sheets, profit and
loss statements, accounts receivable reports,
work on hand statements, federal and star e
estimates and job cost reports. Also, a e

pense variance" account or other account

have been u sing it on our pa yroll au dit ro-

set up to take care of the pennies elimi-

ports to our insurance carriers. These reports are based on our hourly cost data fc r

nated. Undoubtedly this ruling will continue to encourage the spread of the penny

the various classifications of work, such a;,

elimination idea in business and industry.
It is an especially welcome development for,

concrete, carpentry, excavation, etc. W e
have now started to use it on payroll ir.-

as a result of prevailing keen competition,

surance audits and bills.
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Under prevailing economic conditions,
when competition is exceedingly keen, the
use of the penny elimination method is
well worth the careful consideration and,
better still, a real trial on the pa rt of the
increasingly cost conscious business executives.
ALLAN D. HENRY

THE USEFULNESS OF A PRACTICAL
COM PANY DEFINITION OF A
UNIT OF PROPERTY

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
The question of what comprises a unit
of equipment in the broad sense of fixed
assets or property, rather than strictly
equipment, is of particular importance in
the public utility field. Here vast sums a re
invested in fixed assets having, for the most
part, a long u sefu l life. These fixed assets
generally comprise a large portion of the
total assets of the utility and are the major factor in rate determinations. Consequently, the public utilities, both by themselves and through regulatory agencies,
have developed detailed and refined methods of a ccou nting for fixed assets.
The fixed assets or plant account of
a utility is made up of a multitu de of diverse items. In the gas transmission field,
for instance, there are the usual items of
office furniture and equipment, buildings,
vehicles of all types, construction equipment, tools, and communication equipment.
There are also pipe lines stretching over
many miles, possibly through several states,
and having metering and regulating stations, compressor stations, highway, railroad and river crossings and valve installations.
To avoid undue detail in the costing
and subsequent accounting of such items,
it is necessary, in many cases, to group
several closely - related items together to
M A Y, 1955

form an opera ting and functional unit. For
example, the myriad of small fittings,
valves., pipe joints, etc., which go into a
metering station are all eventually classified into one of ju st a few major property
units, such as meter station piping, meter
station regulators, or meter station valves.
Likewise, all of the fittings, anchors, supports, markers, fence steps, test lead connections etc. attached to or closely associated
with the ma in or latera l ga s pipe lines a re
grou ped with the pipe in a u nit designa ted
gas main piping. This grouping must be
provided for in defining property units
for a utility.
The definition of a u nit of equipment a s
an operable piece of equipment," which
was suggested in a letter by G. T. Pomeroy in the December, 1953 issue of the
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, can very well be applied to equipment proper. However, it
does not lend itself well to an item of
property such as a pipe line, nor did Mr.
Pomeroy suggest that it would. A line which
extends for 175 miles is not operable unless it is attached at both ends. To define
a property unit as an operable unit would
result in the entire connected line being
considered a property unit. This would
further result in a replacement of any
portion of the line, whether a few feet or
one hundred miles, being treated as maintenance. This is not feasible, since a replacement of even a short section of a high
pressure gas transmission line is a major
operation, both in complexity and cost involved. It may involve a different kind or
size of pipe, with greatly increased or decreased installation costs.
Consequently, utilities have developed a
more flexible system of property units. In
the case of a pipe line, the property unit
for the pipe itself may be defined as a
specified

number

of

continuous

lengths

or a specified number of feet. Major items
1219

attached to it, such as main line valves,
valve boxes, highway and railroad crossings, etc., may be considered as separate
units. The metering stations and compressor stations, being more complex, are
broken down into a few functional groups
in defining property units. This system of
defining property units greatly facilitates
later retirements of fixed assets. In general,
retirement units are synonymous with property units. In fact, the Uniform System of
Accounts prescribed by the Federal Power
Commission describes all property as consisting of ( 1 ) retirement units and (2 )
minor items of property. As a result, if a
retirement unit is removed, with or without replacement, it is so recorded in the
plant account.
The main advantage of identifying property units becomes apparent when small
components of a major unit are removed.
The costs of making the removal are
charged to maintenance at the time and
no entry is made to the plant a ccou nt u ntil
such time as the ma in u nit ma y be retired.
Inasmuch as most changes in the fixed asset
account are concerned with minor items
being altered, removed or added to, a great
deal of accounting detail is avoided by limiting plant account adju stments to property
units.
For the reason that utilities do a considerable portion of their own construction
and retirement work, it is essential that
all employees of a company understand the
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property unit system to be followed. Plant
unit catalogues are the usual answer to
this problem. These set out in detail the
property units the company expects to
use, just exactly what is to be included in
them, what the retirement units are, : nd
what constitutes a property addition in
regard to a particular item, as differentiated from maintenance or operati m.
These catalogues are distributed to field
personnel so that accurate reporting may
be obtained at the source. This is particularly important in the larger com.)anies, in which account distribution is m,-de
in the field.
The case of a utility —which supplies
the instances for this letter —have only limited application. However, it does point
up the diversity of the problems involN ed
in establishing what a property unit is.
It would seem that it is less important
to arrive a t a u niform definition of a property unit which would apply to all companies than it is for each company to
arrive at its own definition and see that
it is followed uniformly throughout the
company, and on a consistent basis from
period to period. Proper accounting wot ld
also necessitate an integration of the ma:ntenance and depreciation polices with the
established definition of the property unit.
Only by the adoption of su ch an integrat_d
policy can the maximum use of property
units be obtained.
J. R. SEVERIN, R.
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HatesolfG'urmeReading
Books
Practical Distribution Cost Analysis
Donald R. Longman & Michael Schi$,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, 111.,
1955, 450 pp., $6.50.

The timeliness of this new book is readily
acknowledged. It finds distribution cost
accounting progressed a few steps from
the situation of a decade ago, but only a
few steps and, under currently increased
competitive influences, this top layer of
costs is increasingly looked upon as though
it must be susceptible of improved effectiveness or partial elimination or both.
Cost analysis and cost standards for distribution are comprehensively treated, with
an eye to rea dership by sa les "line" a s well
as staff.
Business Budgeting and Control
J. Brooks Heckert and James D. Willson,
Ronald Press Co., 15 E. 261b St., New York
10, N. Y. , 1955, second edition. 441 pp.,
$6.75.

Directed particularly to "a new generation
of executives and accountants" in "thousands of small and medium -sized companies in which adequate budget and
control procedure is lacking," this new
edition of its senior author's 1946 work
attempts to keep the managerial viewpoint
throughout —it considers departmental budgets of great variety —and "is ba sed on the
authors' combined experience in controllership and management responsibility."
Budget reports comprise the text's final
topics.
Planning. Managing and Measuring
the Business —A Case Study of Management Planning and Control at
General Electric Company
Controllership Foundation, Inc., 1 East 42nd
Street, Ne w Yo rk , N. Y. , 1955, paper bound.
63 pp., $2.00.

An organization profile of management in
a company large enough to be, without
question, accorded the description adjective
"complex," is given in this pamphlet —and
M A Y , 1955

there is something more, too. The fifth of
its six parts discusses "Measuring, Reporting, and Appraising Results of Opera tions,
with References to Goals, Plans, and Budgets." Originally a panel presentation, each
section is a uthored by a separate official of
the company.
Managerial Statistics
Kermit O. Hanson, Prentice Hall, Inc., 7 0
Fitth Ave. New York 11, N. Y. , 306 pp.
1955, $6.35.

Anchorage in this book 's topic is a widely sought prize of business line and staff today. The work is both a type of text -book
on statistical behaviour and the use of
statistics and on sources of statistical data
for forecasting and its serviceability. Chapter 8 is entitled "Forecasting Sales: Correlation Analysis" and Cha pter 9 "Internal
Administrative Control." These titles do
not cover the field treated, bu t do indicate
the coverage sought. Tables and graphic
media for statistical reports to management a re discussed.
Work Simplification for Improved
Business Controls and Operation of
All Functions
Ben S. Graham, The Standard Register Company, Dayton 1, Ohio, 1955, paper bound,
43 pp.

A fifteen chapter pamphlet with frequent
guidance and illustrations through side
headings, diagrams, and forms illustrations,
this pamphlet deals with such significant to- office - economy topics as motion study,
broad participation in simplification projects, charting in such projects, work
measurement, efficient forms design, etc.
Two brief case reports and a simplification
program are offered at the close. The
author is Director of Research with Standard Register Co.
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SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
ACCOUNTING RESEARCH, January 1955 (Cambridge University Press, 32 East
57th Street, New York, N. Y.)
Blueprint for a Theory of Accounting. R. J. Chambers
CANADIAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, March 1955 (10 Adelaide St. E., Toronto, Ontario, Canada, single copy $.50)
Costing Methods of Accounting for Construction Contracts. Edward B. Wilcox
Declining - Balance Depreciation in the United States. L. G. Macpherson
THE CONTROLLER, March 1955 (1 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y., single
copy $.50)
Pricing to Maximize Return on Investment. James H. Rushton
Distribution Cost Control with Particular Reference to Sales Compensation.
Donald A. Gaudion
Evaluation of Accounting Personnel. Harold Howarth
Accounting and Budgeting for Social Agencies. Allen C. Ritz
FEDERAL ACCOUNTANT, December 1955 (P. O. Box 53, W ashington 4, D. C.)
The Role of Accounting in Cost Budgeting. Kerney A. Brasfield
THE INTERNAL AUDITOR March 1955 (120 W all Street, New York 5, N. Y. single
copy $1.00)
Organization and Administrative Policies of an Internal Audit Department.
H. E. Alspach
The "W hys" and "Rows" of Clerical W ork Measurement. Thomas C. Pitney
Relationship of Internal Auditing to Methods and Systems. John M. Haslett
Extending the Scope of One Company's Practice of Internal Auditing, H. G .
Kimball
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, March 1955 (270 Madison Avenue, New York
16, N. Y., single copy $35)
Tax - Saving Opportunities in Deferred Compensation under the New Revenue
Code. Russell S. Bock
Keeping Up with Economic Trends. John E. Kane
Cost Analysis Procedures for Newspaper Publishers. W. J. Pennington
The Cost Accountant in the Modern W orld. Maurice E. Peloubet
Accounting as a Social Force. Arthur M. Cannon
April 1955
Book Value: A Brief Comment on the Stans- Goedert Article. George O. May
James L. Dohr
Is Direct Costing the Answer? Robert Beyer
The Terminal -Date -Group Method of Depreciation Accounting. A. B. Carson
THE NEW YORK CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, ??Earth 1955 (677 Fifth
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., single copy $.50)
The Uniform System of Accounts for Clubs. Ferdinand L. Mino
Budgetary Controls. M. B. Basson
*Further mentioned in accompanying notes on particular articles.

Qualify Controlled Paperwork and
Record Keeping
National Record) Management Council, Technical Information Serene Bulletin, 50 Bart
42nd Street, New York, N. Y. , 1953, paper
bound, 32 pp.

Although not of immediately recent pub7222

lication, the present pamphlet reviews a
popular subject (among the relatively new
business- related professions, e.g. industrial
accounting, office management, internal auditing etc., which "deal" in, produce, or
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT, March 1955 (74 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
single copy $35 to members, $1.00 to nonmembers)
Production Scheduling: An Operations Research Case Study. Russell L. Ackoff
AMERICAN BUSINESS, Marcb 1955 (4660 Ravenwood Avenue, Chicago 40, Illinois,
single copy $35)
Forecasting Business Cycles.
Electronic Data Processing —Who, What, W hen, and Where. Herbert O. Brayer
IRON AND STEEL ENGINEER September 1954 (1010 Empire Building, Pittsburgh
22, Pa., single copy $1.50)
Daily Maintenance Cost Control —The Foremen's Tool. W. B. Carter
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE October 1954 (Institute of Management Sciences, Mt.
Royal and Guilford Avenue, Baltimore 2, Md.)
Inventory Control Research: A Survey. T. M. W hitin
The Use of Mathematics in Production and Inventory Control. Andrew Vazsonyi
THE OFFICE, March 1955 (270 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y., single copy
$.25)
Greatest Electronics Expansion to be in O-ffice Mechanization. W illiam J. Morlock.
OFFICE EXECUTIVE, March 1955 (132 W est Chelton Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pa.,
single copy $.50)
Donning the Procedures Hat. Frank M. Knox
simply encounter documents). It reviews
this subject with emphasis on the kind of
"paperwork" achieved. Six separately -authored papers comprise the present work.
Among the titles are "Wh a t Is Quality
Control ?" 'Bu ilding Quality in Record
Making and Record Keeping," and "Quality Control Techniques for Paperwork and
Record Keeping."
Proceedings of the First Annual Conference on Records Management
N e w Yo r k Uni versi t y, Graduat e School 01
Business Admi ni strat i on, Sept . 1954, 82 pp.
H . W . M a c D o we ll, Edit or, N e w Yo r k
ntversi ty, N e w Yo r k , N . Y . , 1955, paper bou nd,
82 pp., li mi t ed di st ri but i on; no charge.

Whatever the precise territory of records
mana gement, it ru ns at lea st tangent to the
field of the industrial accountant at quite
a few points. Here reported as Ne w Yo rk
University Business Series No . 20 and
subtitled, "Record Management —A New
Science Comes of Age" is a report on a
conference held last fall in which most of
the group of addresses deal in large part
with the product of accounting labors and
one especially bears the relevant title,
"Characteristics of a Formal System of
Reporting to Management." Another considers electronic equipment.

Article
Electronic Computers: A Progress
Report
Peter B . Laubach and Lawrence E. T h o m p son, Harvard Business Revi ew, March -April
1955.

In nine pretty compact pages, the authors
suggest that we are still looking forward
to electronic data processing in most cases.
They also indicate that preparatory studies
are worthwhile in themselves, can be
M A Y , 1955

achieved through the company's own staff
with assistance from computer manufacturers, and that punched card and other
mechanical equipment are alternatives but
not necessary intermediate steps to higher
powered equipment. If there is a theme
for the pa per, it seems to be not to expect
too much and yet not to delay investigating
possibilities.
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